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BY MATTHEW CHONG  JANUARY 2019

BASE OILS
BASE OILS – ASIA

Asia’s spot import prices for Group II low viscosity 150N as 
well as high viscosity 500/600N base oils are expected to 
come under further pressure in the first quarter of 2019 as 
a result of long supply.

Group II spot supply from northeast Asia is set to rise as 
refiners in this region have switched back to producing 
more base oils instead of gas oil following the plunge in 
crude and gas oil prices since early October.

Declines in gas oil prices slumped to an 18-month low on 2 
January, tumbling 36% to $455/tonne FOB (free on board) 
Singapore from its 2018-high of $709.5/tonne FOB Singapore 
recorded on 12 October 2018, according to ICIS data.

Taiwan’s Formosa Petrochemical Corp (FPCC) and most 
South Korean refiners – the main spot exporters of Group 
II cargoes – have resumed full base oils production after 
having cut their base oils output by around 10-20% in 
October and November 2018 to switch to produce more 
gas oil, which was generating better margins at that time.

In South Korea, three of the four refiners in the country 
have recovered their base oils production to full capacity 
in mid-November, while the other refiner has resumed its 
normal operating rate at around 80% capacity.

The expected increase in Group II supply going forward 
will continue to weigh on prices, with the India market 

ASIAN BASE OILS TO REMAIN SLUGGISH ON OVERSUPPLY, FALLING CRUDE

especially hard-hit as Asian suppliers will have to face stiff 
competition from the Middle East- and US-origin material.

The same could also be said for Group III base oils 
whereby lower-priced Middle Eastern cargoes is set to 
gradually expand their market share in Asia including India.

Besides South Korea being the main Group III export 
nation in Asia, Malaysia’s Petronas and Indonesia’s 
Pertamina also produce Group III base oils.

South Korea’s S-Oil will shut its 880,000 tonne/year Onsan 
Group III unit in March 2019 for scheduled maintenance 
which will likely result in lesser spot availability from the 
refiner in the first quarter. SK Lubricants is the other Group 
III refiner in South Korea.

Upcoming capacity expansions in Asia such as China’s 
Hengli Petrochemical’s (Dalian) 540,000 tonne/year Group 
II and III base oils units, slated to come on stream in Q1 
2019, will aggravate the oversupply situation even further, 
albeit new start-ups may not run at high rates amid long 
supply and poor market sentiment.

For Group I, SN500 and brightstock prices are expected to 
track the broader movements of Group II prices although 
the overall supply of Group I material is relatively tighter 
than that of Group II.

GAS OIL AND 150N ASIA

Source: ICIS
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Base Oils Group II N150 FOB Asia NE Assessment Spot 2-6 Weeks Full Marke…

Base Oils Group II N500 FOB Asia NE Assessment Spot 2-6 Weeks Full Marke…

BASE OILS GROUP II PRICE HISTORY

Base Oils Group II N150 FOB Asia NE Assessment 
Spot 2-6 Weeks Full Market Range (Mid) 

Base Oils Group II N500 FOB Asia NE Assessment 
Spot 2-6 Weeks Full Market Range (Mid)

Source: ICIS
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Japan’s JX Nippon & Energy, a major exporter of Group I 
cargoes, will be taking several of its Group I base oils units 
in turns for maintenance in Q2 and Q3 2019, including 
its 180,000 tonne/year Mizushima A, 300,000 tonne/year 
Mizushima B and 200,000 tonne/year Kainan units.

The refiner has another 240,000 tonne/year Negishi Group 
I unit which is not scheduled for a turnaround in 2019.

Iran Group I cargoes is also expected to be less prevalent 
in the India market due to uncertainties following the 
renewed US sanctions on Iran in early November 2018, 
which will likely result in Indian buyers sourcing more of 
their imports from Asia.

General demand in Asia including India is expected to 
remain sluggish in January as global economic concerns in 
2019 will likely weigh on market sentiment.

Demand is unlikely to see any significant improvement until 
the second half of February at the earliest after the Lunar 
New Year in early February, as downstream plants in China 
and Taiwan especially, will be closed for at least one to two 
weeks from late January.

Critical market data, tools & expertise
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Base Oils Group I Paraffinic Brightstock FOB Asia Assessment Export Spot 2-…

BASE OILS GROUP 1 PRICE HISTORY

Base Oils Group I Paraffinic  SN150 FOB Asia Assessment Export 
Spot 2-6 Weeks Full Market Range (Mid)

Base Oils Group I Paraffinic  SN500 FOB Asia Assessment Export 
Spot 2-6 Weeks Full Market Range (Mid) 

Base Oils Group I Paraffinic Brightstock FOB Asia Assessment 
Export Spot 2-6 Weeks Full Market Range (Mid) 

Source: ICIS
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PRICING AND ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS 

ICIS offers a unique combination of analytics 
tools, pricing data and market information for over 
180 commodities, across all key regions. These 
are designed to help you navigate and optimise 
opportunities along the automotive supply chain, 
making complex analytics simple for you to: 

•   Spot opportunities, minimise risk and pre-empt 
competition 

•   Shape future strategies and expand your 
opportunities 

•   Maintain a competitive advantage and negotiate 
better prices with other market players

Analytics tools for the petrochemical market 
include: 
3 Live Disruptions Tracker: Supply 
3 Live Disruptions Tracker: Impact 
3 Price Drivers Analytics 
3 Price Optimisation Analytics 
3 Margin Analytics 
3 Supply & Demand Outlooks
 

PRICE FORECAST REPORTS 

ICIS Price Forecast Reports support your short-to medium-term 
decision by providing a concise monthly outlook of prices, margins, 
capacity, supply and demand for the next 12 months – all in a single 
report. Price forecast reports can help you: 

•  Understand the market
•  Safeguard commercial decisions
•  Budget and plan

SUPPLY & DEMAND DATABASE 

Receive end-to-end perspectives across the global petrochemical 
supply chain for over 100 petrochemical commodities, across 160 
countries, with historical and projection data from 1978 to 2040. The 
database enables you to: 

•   Gain a mid- to long-term view of key automotive chemical markets 
•   Put the local or regional scenario in a global context to support 

your planning 
•   Validate commercial and growth strategies

https://www.icis.com/explore/enquiry-petrochemicals-analytics-tools/?channel=chemicals&commodity=pp/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-Outlooks_analyticssolutions&sfid=7012X000001WS2t
https://www.icis.com/explore/enquire-about-icis-price-forecast-reports-and-forecast-windows/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-outlooks_priceforecast&sfid=7012X000001WS2o
https://www.icis.com/explore/services/analytics/supply-demand-data/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-outlooks_s&ddatabase&sfid=7012X000001WS2j
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BY VICKY ELLIS AND SARAH TRINDER  JANUARY 2019

BASE OILS 
BASE OILS – EUROPE

EUROPE BASE OILS TRANSITIONAL PERIOD TO ACCELERATE ON CAPACITY, 
REGULATION CHANGES

The European base oils market has been going through a 
period of transition over the past few years, with the market 
gradually shifting towards Group II and Group III base oils, 
while capacity closures have been rife in the Group I market.

This transitional phase looks set to accelerate in 2019 and 
going into 2020 amid significant changes in terms of both 
market capacity and regulations.

GROUP II CAPACITY GROWS
Europe tends to import most of its Group II and Group III 
base oils from the US and from Asia, with a real lack of 
commercial production in the domestic market.

However, this is set to change as ExxonMobil’s Group 
II expansion at its Rotterdam refinery is due to start 
commercial production in the first quarter of 2019. No 
official capacity has been confirmed but market sources 
suggest it will boast a nameplate capacity of 900,000-1m 
tonnes/year.

There are a lot of unknowns about this plant and any 
potential impact it might have on the European market.

Market players say it is unclear what percentage of the 
plant’s production will be used internally and how much will 
be offered in the open market.

In addition, it is not clear whether the Group II offerings 
from ExxonMobil will directly compete with the product 
flowing into Europe from the US.

There has been speculation that a Group II export market 
could open up on the basis of this new capacity, but again, 
it depends on how much of the capacity is actually destined 
for the open market.

Should this new Group II capacity compete directly with 
the imported volumes from the US, both the potential for 
competition and the sizeable new capacity could see Group 
II prices becoming attractive to buyers who would usually 
purchase Group I, and this could further facilitate the switch 
to higher-numbered base stocks.

Switching to a different base oil is not necessarily a 

decision that can be made quickly or actioned by blenders, 
but could boost the shift from Group I to Group II in the 
long term, especially if it works for buyers from a price 
perspective.

ACEA REGULATIONS
Further aiding this movement towards higher-numbered 
base stocks in the market are the ACEA 2016 regulations, 
which came into effect on 1 December 2018.

Led by Europe’s automobile association, ACEA 2016 
dictates the quality specifications for lubricants used in 
motor engines, which are a major end use for base oils. 
Industry players say this new specification heavily endorses 
Group II base oils, and a number of European blenders are 
expected to, or have already, anticipated the change and 
shifted towards Group II.

IMO 2020 PROMPT RETHINK
Compounding already uncertain times, new rules from the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) take effect on 1 
January 2020, and shipowners must cut sulphur emissions 
to 0.5% or less. This will pose challenges for many parts of 
the shipping, fuels and refinery supply chain.
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Critical market data, tools & expertise

Challenges for shippers are at least threefold: increased 
costs from using “scrubber” technology to strip high sulphur 
fuels of sulphur content, or buying costly new versions 
of low sulphur fuel. Next, time scales are tough, with a 
looming deadline and operators trialling options up to the 
wire. Finally, there are operational challenges of where to 
load new fuel and find the appropriate new lubricants to 
match.

The future is uncertain: large quantities of low sulphur 
fuel are not yet available; refiners’ offerings are not widely 
known; lubricant approvals from original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs) are not yet declared, nor has every 
vessel operator announced plans.

Some believe this will mean significant change in the 
market; for others, little or none.

Lubricants are made with base oils. Historically marine 
has been based on Group I, which is still a key feature 
of the European base oils market despite the wave of 
rationalisation that hit around 2015, losing around 1.5m 
tonnes of capacity.

As Group I base oils supply shrinks and Group II becomes 
more prevalent, it is possible that in the long-term future, 
pressure may shift onto the marine sector and Group II 
could grow. However, at least one hurdle to this, beyond 
practicalities, is that OEMs do not allow approvals for a 
lubricant formulation in their engines to be traded across 
from Group I to Group II.

For the short term, ahead of the 2020 deadline, lubricant 
producers and additive companies are developing new 
products; picking a few examples from rival suppliers, there 
is clearly a mantra of “be prepared”.

However, there is still uncertainty and that is why flexibility 
and a number of outcomes are being readied.

Flexibility is a key trend in uncertain times. With shipowners 
like Hapag-Lloyd trialling different technologies, new 
lubricants are emerging. This is a sea change for fuels in 
shipping which could have some immediate, some long-
lasting, consequences for selected lubricant uses. The 
short-term horizon is dotted with new lubricants, news of 
new approvals and new fuels.

Request a demo Find out more 

Find out more 

PRICING AND ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS 

ICIS offers a unique combination of analytics 
tools, pricing data and market information for over 
180 commodities, across all key regions. These 
are designed to help you navigate and optimise 
opportunities along the automotive supply chain, 
making complex analytics simple for you to: 

•   Spot opportunities, minimise risk and pre-empt 
competition 

•   Shape future strategies and expand your 
opportunities 

•   Maintain a competitive advantage and negotiate 
better prices with other market players

Analytics tools for the petrochemical market 
include: 
3 Live Disruptions Tracker: Supply 
3 Live Disruptions Tracker: Impact 
3 Price Drivers Analytics 
3 Price Optimisation Analytics 
3 Margin Analytics 
3 Supply & Demand Outlooks
 

PRICE FORECAST REPORTS 

ICIS Price Forecast Reports support your short-to medium-term 
decision by providing a concise monthly outlook of prices, margins, 
capacity, supply and demand for the next 12 months – all in a single 
report. Price forecast reports can help you: 

•  Understand the market
•  Safeguard commercial decisions
•  Budget and plan

SUPPLY & DEMAND DATABASE 

Receive end-to-end perspectives across the global petrochemical 
supply chain for over 100 petrochemical commodities, across 160 
countries, with historical and projection data from 1978 to 2040. The 
database enables you to: 

•   Gain a mid- to long-term view of key automotive chemical markets 
•   Put the local or regional scenario in a global context to support 

your planning 
•   Validate commercial and growth strategies

https://www.icis.com/explore/enquiry-petrochemicals-analytics-tools/?channel=chemicals&commodity=pp/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-Outlooks_analyticssolutions&sfid=7012X000001WS2t
https://www.icis.com/explore/enquire-about-icis-price-forecast-reports-and-forecast-windows/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-outlooks_priceforecast&sfid=7012X000001WS2o
https://www.icis.com/explore/services/analytics/supply-demand-data/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-outlooks_s&ddatabase&sfid=7012X000001WS2j


Visit the conference website to find out more and register with promo code WBO19AD10.
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For over two decades, the ICIS World Base Oils 
& Lubricants Conference has been the pinnacle 
conference within the industry’s calendar. 

The 23rd edition will offer a full 5 days of in-depth 
information, including a seminar, two workshops, a 
conference, a breakfast briefing, a Gala Reception and 
two training courses for all levels of experience.

Visit the conference website to see the full agenda 
and new features for 2019.

What to expect in 2019?
 Two base oils training courses 

 A pre-conference seminar day including a morning session on sanctions 
and scenario planning and two workshops about Brexit and China

 A two-day conference around innovative technologies and industry 
disruptors and how they affect the base oils & lubricants market 

 A gala reception exclusively for conference attendees

 A breakfast briefing addressing innovations in marketing to increase 
lubricant sales

18 - 22 February 2019  //  Park Plaza Westminster Bridge  //  London

Innovative technologies and industry disruptors:  
What do they mean for the lubricants business?
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The Middle East base oils market has been struggling 
with weak demand, supply overhangs and prolonged 
uncertainty over the last few months but there is hope 
conditions will improve in 2019.

Part of the jittery environment in 2018 was blamed on 
the threat of renewed US economic sanctions against 
the region’s key Group I producer Iran, as well as the 
deteriorating trade relations between the US and China.

That so-called trade war began in July 2018, which resulted 
in the US and China embarking on tit-for-tat tariff measures 
against each other causing turmoil in global financial 
markets.

In the Middle East market, Group I prices saw a volatile 
year in 2018.

Around mid-February, SN500 prices traded up to $807.50/
tonne FOB (free on board) Iran, their highest levels since 
ICIS began tracking the data in November 2015. SN150 
also traded their record highs about the same time, hitting 
$727.50/tonne FOB Iran.

These record highs held until early May despite buyers at 
the time showing increasing resistance to the higher levels 
and despite the uncertainty that took hold of the market as 
a deadline for the US to decide on whether it would remain 
in the Iran nuclear deal.

Then on 8 May, US President Donald Trump announced 
that the US will withdraw from the Iran nuclear deal and re-
impose sanctions on Tehran, consequently driving up crude 
prices to new highs since late 2014.

Iran’s base oils prices were largely stable in that week, but 
market outlook was clouded with uncertainties following the 
US’ decision to re-impose sanctions on the country.

Prices began to decline around mid-May when it became 
more apparent that the increased sanctions would cause 
at least some disruptions to business dealings with Iranian 
entities.

BASE OILS 
BASE OILS – MIDDLE EAST

MIDDLE EAST GROUP I BASE OILS HOPING FOR BETTER DEMAND

BY IZHAM AHMAD  JANUARY 2019

Mid-May also marked the start of the Muslim fasting month 
of Ramadan, which is a typically slow season for the Middle 
East.

Market players said they encountered difficulties in financial 
transactions with Iran and many financial institutions were 
reluctant to take on any dealings involving Iran-based 
businesses for fear of running afoul of the US sanctions.

By the year-end SN500 prices in Iran had slumped to a 
two-year low of  $605.00/tonne FOB Iran while SN150 was 
not far behind at $610.00/tonne FOB Iran.

On the supply side, market players in the UAE were also 
saying there was sufficient cargoes having built up over 
recent months and as such there was less demand for 
further spot deals in Group I, particularly with the threat of 
renewed sanctions.
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Into the second half of the year, base oils supply from Iran 
was reduced due to tighter restrictions but demand did 
not show much improvement as many buyers had built up 
sufficient inventories ahead of the renewed sanctions.

Since then, demand slowed as the market then struggled 
to offload some of these built-up inventory amid the rising 
trade tensions between the US and China.

That created part of the oversupply conditions that many 
blamed for the decline in prices.

“This is all about politics,” said one Iranian source. “The 
market will not be able to cope if all the Group I supply from 
Iran were to suddenly stop.”

For 2019, Iranian oil supplies are expected to continue to 
flow into the global market despite the latest tranche of US 
sanctions.

The US has given sanctions waivers to eight importers of 
Iranian crude oil. These are believed to include India, Iraq 
and South Korea.

That again may soothe worries about any impending 
stoppage of Group I supply from Iran.

Demand also typically shows some seasonal increase 
during the first quarter of the year and many players are 
hoping a similar pattern emerges in 2019.

Critical market data, tools & expertise
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BASE OILS 
BASE OILS – US

CRUDE OIL/MARPOL STIR UNEASY WAVES FOR AMERICAS BASE OILS

Two items are stirring uneasy waves for the America base 
oil markets in 2019: crude oil prices and the MARPOL 
(International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution 
from Ships) initiatives under the IMO (International Marine 
Organization) on new sulphur content guidelines for marine 
fuels.

A consequence of crude oil prices staying in the $50s/
bbl along with deliberations within OPEC and the global 
oil-producing regions is above-average uncertainty about 
crude oil prices for 2019. Those uncertainties are keeping a 
crunch on base oil prices that is unlikely to abate in the first 
quarter of the new year.

The following ICIS graph shows price direction for 
benchmark West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude and for 
Louisiana Light Sweet (LLS) crude oil that closely mirrors 
Brent movements.

At the time of this writing, indications were that Saudi 
Arabia continues to work to convince Russia to take 
another round of supply cuts. Both countries hold different 
views about respective break-even costs. Iran appeared as 
a late-entry obstacle to any supply deal, as the sanction-hit 
country is claiming the right to an exemption because of 
its current circumstances. Additionally, the Saudi energy 
minister noted uncertainty that any deal can be concluded.

Part of the challenge facing base oil prices comes from 
the compression of the crude oil spike to about $75/bbl in 
October and the dive into the $50s/bbl across the span of 
the quarter.

In September/October when crude hit $75/bbl Americas 
base oil posted prices increased by about 25 cents/gal from 
most producers in each of the base oil groups.

By November/December, paraffinic posted prices had shed 
the 25 cents/gal and several producers, mostly Group I at 
the time of this writing, moved down another 15 cents/gal. 
The decreases were primarily driven by sinking crude oil 
prices that moved into the $50s/bbl and continued to bob 
around that mark.

These changes represented a 40 cent/gal reduction in base 
oil posted prices in less than three months.

With the coming holiday season keeping demand subdued, 
this put a bookend on the year with snarled crude oil 
prospects still hanging for the new year.

Naphthenic base oil prices were not immune to the effects 
of the crude oil plunge, snagged by lower prices in the 
paraffinic sector that encouraged buyers to expect lower 
prices in the pale oils as well, despite the fact that pale oils 
do not necessarily trend one-on-one with the paraffinics.

Driven by the crude oil dive and by seasonally slower 
demand in some of the viscosity grades, most naphthenic 
producers formally announced 20 cent/gal reductions on all 
viscosity grades with effective dates from late November to 
early December.

An exception is Cross Oil, which elected to reduce prices 
by 3-8% per gallon depending upon the viscosity grade, 
effective 10 December.

The second attention-grabbing item for base oils and 
industrial lubricants in 2019 will come into more focus as 
effects of the IMO initiative on sulphur content percent in 
marine fuels begin to emerge.

This initiative is set to become effective in 2020, making 
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2019 the year for examination of what changes can 
actually take place, how to put these into place and what 
enforcement will look like.

MARPOL is the main international convention aimed at 
preventing pollution from ships caused by operational 
or accidental issues. It was adopted at the IMO in 1973, 
with the Protocol of 1978 being adopted in response to a 
number of tanker accidents in that decade.

On 1 January  2020 new global rules from the IMO through 
MARPOL took effect and shipowners reduced sulphur 
emissions from 3.5% to 0.5% or less.

A low-sulphur cap under the MARPOL rule already applied 
to areas known as Emission Control Areas (ECAs) in North 
America, the Baltic region and the North Sea.

Group I base oils are a major component of marine 
lubricants and market players are watching the IMO 
situation closely in order to gauge the likely effect.
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In the IMO view, responsibility for monitoring compliance 
lies with states that are party to MARPOL’s Annex VI, which 
is a section of the US Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA). States within this relation are viewed by the IMO as 
responsible for any fines or sanctions for non-compliance.

One Group I base oil producer said, “It is still undecided, 
lots of questions.”

From an Americas base oil perspective, that comment 
closely sums up the market and industry stance entering 
2019.
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FIBRE CHAIN
ACRYLONITRILE – ASIA
ASIA ACN PRICES TO FOLLOW COST TREND ON NEW SUPPLY, LESS TURNAROUNDS

Asia’s acrylonitrile (ACN) price trend may take a cue from 
feedstock propylene in 2019 as ACN plants are expected 
to run in full throttle given a lower rate of turnarounds in 
2019, and Chinese and South Korean supply is expected to 
increase as such.

The ACN prices may not show a similar trend in 2018, 
when razor-thin supply bolstered prices and led to 
eight rounds of price hikes in a single year. After all, the 
prospects of supply tightness will ease in 2019 since there 
will be new capacities coming onstream.

In 2019, China’s Jiangsu Sailboat Petrochemical plans to 
start up its second ACN unit with a capacity of 260,000 
tonnes/year in the second quarter of 2019. Source: ICIS
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Another major producer South Korea’s Tongsuh 
Petrochemical plans to debottleneck its No 4 plant with a 
capacity of 245,000 tonnes/year by 10% in October 2019.

“There will be a supply increase in 2019, which means 
prices may have little chance to surge like 2018,” a regional 
trader said.

On the other hand, heavy global turnarounds in 2018 pushed 
up Asian ACN prices to a record-high at $2,250/tonne at the 
end of August, the strongest since late April 2012. However, 
such a price may not be replicated next year in light of a 
lower load of maintenance works on schedule.

“The ACN prices will return to basics. They will be cost-
driven instead, given relatively ample supply in 2019,” a 
regional trader said.

2019 ASIA ACN TURNAROUND SCHEDULE
Company Location Capacity (tonnes/yr) Comment

Asahi Kasei Mizushima, Japan 200,000 May-early July, 45 days

Tongsuh Petrochemical Ulsan, Korea 245,000 No 4 October, one month

China Petrochemical Development Corp (CPDC) Kaohsiung, Taiwan 240,000 One week in May, two weeks in November

Taekwang Industrial Co Ltd Ulsan, South Korea 290,000 September-October, 25 days

Formosa Plastics Corp Mailiao, Taiwan 280,000 Mid-February, 25-26 days

PTT Asahi Chemical Map Ta Phut,Thailand 200,000 Mid-May, one month

The issue of adequate supply comes with pros and cons. 
For buyers, they may easily get cargoes but it is not a good 
thing for producers as this may weigh on the prices.

However, major producers indicated that they will consider 
output rationing if the prices fall below the cost.

“We will cut operation if the prices were to fall below the 
cost, like we used to do,” a major Asian producer said.

“I think the prices levels seen this year will not appear again 
in 2019 and the ACN prices will track closely the feedstock 
price trend in 2019,” a downstream user said.
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BY ZHI XUAN HO  JANUARY 2019

NYLON – ASIA

Asia’s nylon prices are to stay soft in the first quarter, as 
demand is expected to stay weak while supply is seen 
increasing further in the year owing to feedstock plant 
expansions in China.

The market is not expected to improve in the near term, 
given the ensuing US-China trade row and upcoming Lunar 
New Year holidays in early February.

Players typically strive to maintain lean inventories ahead 
of the major holiday, so spot trading is likely to remain thin 
until the holidays are over.

In addition, producers tend to adjust production levels lower 
in order to avoid an oversupply of stock.

ASIA’S NYLON PRICES TO STAY SOFT ON WEAK DEMAND, RISING SUPPLY

FIBRE CHAIN
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This could give a succor to the market already beset by 
slow demand.

Players are likely to remain cautious amid the ongoing 
trade war, so the buying interest would be little changed 
after the holidays.

It is par for the course for buyers to make purchases on 
a need-to basis, with a majority of the Chinese buyers 
looking to domestic suppliers on better payment terms 
and faster delivery, in view of the fluctuating USD-CNY 
exchange rates.

The nylon producers continue to strive to maintain healthy 
margin levels between caprolactum and nylon, adjusting 
nylon offers in line with movements in feedstock values.

However, there are some concerns about upcoming 
caprolactum plant capacities in domestic China.

Already, the region is experiencing an oversupply of the 
feedstock, and at one point, domestic Chinese prices for 
caprolactum and conventional grade nylon chips were at 
almost parity.

While this should not affect the supply of high-speed 

spinning nylon chips, they will face pressure if the price 
gap between the high-speed and conventional grade chips 
widens too much.

This will affect Taiwanese producers as Chinese buyers 
make up the bulk of their export sales.

Meanwhile, commitments to larger parcels are unlikely to 
materialize in the near future, with purchases expected to 
remain on an as-needed basis, especially if demand for 
finished products were to remain weak.

The Asian nylon market has been bearish since the end of 
last year because of falling demand and a mild winter.

The clement temperatures had led to reduced demand 
for finished nylon products, contributing to the current 
downtrend in values.

In addition, the US-China trade wars have been weighing on 
market sentiment in the region, with main buyers in China 
reducing order quantities from major suppliers in Taiwan.

The poor US dollar-CNY exchange rate has also resulted 
in an increasing number of buyers turning to the domestic 
market to fulfill inventory needs.
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FIBRE CHAIN
NYLON – US

US NYLON 6 TO STAY BALANCED, NYLON 6,6 TO REMAIN TIGHT
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The US nylon 6 market is expected to remain largely 
stable in 2019, while the nylon 6,6 market is expected 
to see some demand destruction, owing to severely 
constrained supply caused by structurally short feedstock 
adiponitrile (ADN) supply globally.

Supply of US benzene, which is used to make nylon 6 
feedstock caprolactam (capro), is expected to be healthy, 
and producers of US nylon 6 plan to operate at high 
utilisation rates, keeping supply stable.

AdvanSix will conduct two routine biannual turnarounds 
on capro at its Hopewell, Virginia, plant.

These turnarounds may cause short-term supply 
constraints but are not expected to cause major disruptions 

BY LUCAS HALL   JANUARY 2019
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in the domestic market.

Meanwhile, demand is expected to incrementally increase 
throughout the year as some users steadily convert 
to using nylon 6 and recycled nylon 6,6 amid severely 
constrained nylon 6,6 supply in the global market.

Nylon 6,6 is expected to remain tight through 2020 as 
global ADN capacity expansions slowly come on line 
through 2023.

Ascend is undergoing a 10-15% expansion of its nylon 6,6 
supply chain.

The company added 50,000 tonnes/year of ADN capacity 
by end-2017 and will complete an additional 40,000 tonnes/
year of capacity as of end-2018. An additional 180,000 
tonnes/year of capacity is slated to be completed by 2022.

The company currently has an ADN capacity of 360,000 
tonnes/year at its Decatur, Alabama, plant.

At the time of writing, Ascend was on force majeure at its 
Pensacola, Florida, plant as of mid-December following 
a fire at the facility in July. The plant is running at high 
operating rates.

INVISTA is also increasing the ADN capacity at its Victoria, 
Texas, site, targeted for 2020.

The expansion is in addition to a new ADN plant 
announced for China by 2023 and new capacities resulting 
from retrofits of the company’s latest technology at a joint 
venture with Solvay in Butachimie, France.

Construction of the Chinese plant is slated to begin in 2020.

In the meantime, the market is expected to remain severely 
short, leading to some demand destruction.

Nevertheless, demand is likely to remain overall strong as 
the market incrementally adds ADN capacity in order to 
balance the supply deficit in the global market.

Overall, nylon demand is expected to be steady, in line with 
GDP growth and stable automotive manufacturing demand 
in the US.

Major producers of US nylon 6 include AdvanSix and BASF.

Major producers of US nylon 6,6 include Ascend 
Performance Materials and INVISTA.
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BY HELEN LEE  JANUARY 2019

SODA ASH – ASIA

The perennial year end soda ash price spikes in Asia 
due to tightened supply from China may prevail albeit 
at a moderated manner as new supply from Turkey was 
insufficient to meet demand.

China’s soda ash supply took a hit from idled capacities 
in 2018 due partly to environmental protection measures, 
prompting the majority of producers to prioritise their output 
on the more lucrative domestic market.

The majority of southeast Asia-based buyers saw no 
justification in paying close to $300/tonne cost and freight 
(CFR) SE Asia for dense grade soda ash from China as 
prices were higher than their contractual volumes, but 
supplies from other sources such as Russia and Africa 
were likewise insufficient to meet demand in Asia.

ASIA’S SODA ASH PRICES TO STAY SUPPORTED DESPITE TURKISH SUPPLY

INTERMEDIATES
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As for Turkish supplies, Kazan Soda Elektrik’s new 2.5m 
tonne/year soda ash plant in Ankara, Turkey finally in 
September ramped up its fifth and final new line after 
several delays since December 2017.

A company official confirmed that the majority of newly 
produced Turkish soda ash is headed for export markets 
rather than the European market.

NEAR TERM OUTLOOK
Prices may continue to find support after China’s Lunar 
New Year holidays in early February 2019, due to overall 
low inventories in China amid reduced output.

Shandong Haihua Group since around 1 December 2018 
cut output at its 3m tonne/year soda ash plant to 70% of 
capacity from 100% previously, as mandated by Chinese 
authorities for environmental protection.

The output cut was expected to last into the first quarter 
of 2019.

INDIAN MARKET
Prices of the dense grade material were likewise 
supported by good demand from major segments while the 
depreciation of the Indian Rupee versus the US dollar has 
exerted upward pressure on the cost of imports.

India’s domestic soda ash capacities remained fully 
committed for domestic customers, with capacity additions 
scheduled in 2020 or 2021.

For prevailing shipments from Kenya and Botswana, import 
prices were bolstered at $260/tonne CFR (cost & freight) 
India for customers with bi-annual contracts.

Fresh offers for January deliveries are heard firmer at 
$280-285/tonne CFR India.

New soda ash capacities are not due until 2020/2021.

ELSEWHERE IN ASIA
Demand for the light grade material from the downstream 
detergent sector is stable in Indonesia and Vietnam, but in 
developed countries, the popularity of liquid versus powder 
detergent continues to curb demand growth.

Soda ash is used in the manufacturing of glass, detergents, 
chemicals and other industrial products.

IDLED SODA ASH PLANTS IN CHINA

Company
Capacity 
(tonnes/year)

Operating rates/
Turnaround

Gansu Jinchang 250,000
Shut since 20 

January 2018*

Huainan Debang 600,000
Shut since 3 March 

2018*

Zhongyan Debang 
Chemical

300,000
Shut since March 

2018.*

Hunan Xiangtan 300,000
Shut since 14 May 

2018*

Sichuan Zigong Fuyuan 120,000
Shut since 25 July 

2018*

*according to sources close to the company. No updates on restart dates.

SODA ASH PLANT SHUTDOWN SCHEDULE 2019/NEW 
CAPACITY UPDATES

Company
Capacity 
(tonnes/year)

Location
Operating rates/

Turnaround
Lianyungang 
Alkali 
Industry Co.

1.3m     
Lianyungang 
city, Jiangsu

To shut in April or 
May 2019 for two 

to three days.

Sandong 
Haihua

3m 
(1.8m + 1.2m)

Weifang, 
Shandong, 
China

To shut each line 
in turns for two 

weeks in May or 
June 2019.

Tata 
Chemicals

900,000 
(+ 250,000)

Mithapur, 
Gujarat, India

Awaiting statutory 
approval for 

capacity addition. 
Target onstream 

2020/2021.

Yildirim 
Holding

400,000

Togyzkent 
village, Sarysu 
district, 
Zhambyl, 
Kazakhstan

To start 
construction in 

late 2019
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INTERMEDIATES
SODA ASH – EUROPE

EUROPEAN SODA ASH COULD BE BUOYED BY EVS WAVE, ANTI-
PLASTIC SENTIMENT 

BY CIARAN TYLER  JANUARY 2019

Firm demand and balanced-to-tight supply are expected to 
continue through 2019 in the European soda ash market, 
with growth in certain regions and sectors anticipated to 
remain strong with little supply relief.

Dynamics in the European soda ash market in 2018 were 
somewhat unexpected.

Many participants in late 2017 anticipated availability to 
lengthen substantially in 2018 due to the ramping up of a 
Kazan Soda Elektrik’s 2.5 million tonnes/year soda ash 
facility in Turkey and 2018 prices fell in Europe because of 
this expectation.

However, a combination of delays to the ramping up of 
the fifth and final line at the site, that eventually started 
up in September and material produced at the plant being 
exported to Asia and regions other than Europe, meant that 
supply did not lengthen in the European material as much 
as some expected.

Adding to this, tightening availability in Asia in part due to 
environmental regulations in China slowing or forcing to 
a halt some soda ash facilities in that country and firming 
demand in most regions of the world, led to the global 
market becoming tighter in H1 2018.

2019 prices are now likely to rise as no new capacity is 
expected to ramp up and influence European dynamics and 
strong demand shows little sign of stopping.

Some sellers expect demand to rise in central and eastern 
Europe to lead the way as new glass manufacturing lines 
are set to ramp up.

According to one producer, recent directives by the EU 
aimed at tackling plastic waste and pollution could support 
the market if some business are pressured to switch to 
glass containers and other glass products rather than 
difficult to recycle plastic ones.

“Fashion of glass is going up...glass bottles are again 
coming to the tables [and] glass is easy to recycle. [The] 
EU is fighting with plastics: legislation is supporting glass 
packaging,” a producer commented.

Glass containers and bottle manufacturing in Europe 
account for a large portion of the market and any incentives 
that favour these markets are likely to be felt by sellers of 
soda ash.

A second producer said growing buying appetite is also 
likely to come from the lithium production sector.

Lithium batteries are one of the largest consumers of 
lithium and some large lithium production processes require 
around half a tonne of soda ash to make lithium carbonate, 
a key precursor for lithium batteries.

“Soda ash consumption [related to] lithium production will 
reach over 60 kilo tonnes by 2020 [and] 120 kilo tonnes by 
2025,” the producer commented.

Electric car batteries are expected to be a major driver of 
such production.

Soda ash is also used in the manufacturing of flat glass for 
car windows and the expected new surge of autonomous 
vehicles and electric vehicles, could also begin consume 
more soda ash by late 2019, adding to the bullish 
sentiment.
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Soda ash capacity is expected to improve in the longer 
term. Turkish-headquartered Yildirim Holding is planning 
to begin construction of a new 400,000 tonne/year plant in 
Kazakhstan in late 2019.

However, some participants in Europe anticipate that 
construction will not be completed until much later, as it 
can take multiple years to get a plant up and running after 
construction actually begins.

Furthermore, soda ash availability is expected to improve in 
India with new capacity anticipated to ramp up.

However, according to one producer in Europe, the market 
in India is very tight currently and the capacity expansion 

is primarily for the local market and unlikely to shift global 
fundamentals.

Supply in key regions such as Asia could well tighten in 
the future if environmental regulation in China continue to 
restrict output during certain quarters. This could have an 
indirect impact on European availability, with potentially 
less material for buyers to import in if supply in Europe 
does tighten.

With demand anticipated to continue to firm and supply 
not likely to increase in the short term, only the risk to 
the market is from macro-economic factors such as a 
worsening of the US-China trade war and the indirect 
impact on Europe from the possibility of a no-deal Brexit.

Critical market data, tools & expertise

Request a demo Find out more 

Find out more 

PRICING AND ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS 

ICIS offers a unique combination of analytics 
tools, pricing data and market information for over 
180 commodities, across all key regions. These 
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3 Price Optimisation Analytics 
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3 Supply & Demand Outlooks
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ICIS Price Forecast Reports support your short-to medium-term 
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capacity, supply and demand for the next 12 months – all in a single 
report. Price forecast reports can help you: 

•  Understand the market
•  Safeguard commercial decisions
•  Budget and plan

SUPPLY & DEMAND DATABASE 

Receive end-to-end perspectives across the global petrochemical 
supply chain for over 100 petrochemical commodities, across 160 
countries, with historical and projection data from 1978 to 2040. The 
database enables you to: 

•   Gain a mid- to long-term view of key automotive chemical markets 
•   Put the local or regional scenario in a global context to support 

your planning 
•   Validate commercial and growth strategies

https://www.icis.com/explore/enquiry-petrochemicals-analytics-tools/?channel=chemicals&commodity=pp/?cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-Outlooks_analyticssolutions&sfid=7012X000001WS2t
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The US soda ash producers Solvay, Genesis Alkali, and 
Tata Chemicals separately sought a price increase of $10/
short ton for US and Canada; however, the contracts are 
not expected to settle until late January 2019.

US production of soda ash will continue to be driven by 
export opportunities. The Turkish Ciner subsidiary Kazan 
Soda Elektrik had a slower-than-expected ramp-up 
through 2018, which was supposed to relieve exacerbated 
supply, and some market participants contest the current 
status of the plant.

The global supply situation is waiting to hear firm 
answers on the status of  Kazan’s 2.5m tonne/year plant. 

INTERMEDIATES  
SODA ASH – US

US DOMESTIC SODA ASH DEMAND DECLINING; EXPORT MARKET STRONG

BY ALEX SNODGRASS   JANUARY 2019

Inaugurated in September, the plant was supposed to 
have all five lines up and running by the first half of 2018, 
but that had been increasingly delayed.

Due to a slow ramp-up and tight supply fundamentals, 
the impact of the plant on tight global supply is expected 
to be minimal as the material will be quickly absorbed 
into the market.

Another central issue surrounding global soda ash  
is the Chinese environmental protections. Chinese  
prices remain elevated due to strong demand and tight 
supply and prices are expected to remain elevated into 
2019.
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Receive end-to-end perspectives across the global petrochemical 
supply chain for over 100 petrochemical commodities, across 160 
countries, with historical and projection data from 1978 to 2040. The 
database enables you to: 

•   Gain a mid- to long-term view of key automotive chemical markets 
•   Put the local or regional scenario in a global context to support 

your planning 
•   Validate commercial and growth strategies
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It was reported that the Shandong Haihua Group on around 
1 December cut output at its 3m tonne/year soda ash plant 
to 70% of capacity from 100% previously, as mandated 
by Chinese authorities for environmental protection. The 
output cut is expected to last into Q1 2019 amid an already 
exacerbated supply situation.

The Chinese government appears poised to continue its 
environmental crackdown on the country’s plants, lowering 
utilisation rates at various times for both soda ash plants 
and for facilities that produce the raw materials needed to 
make soda ash.

Some US market participants expect the tight soda ash 
supply to continue well in 2019, citing current market 
fundamentals don’t indicate that relief is in sight.

Wyoming trona mines account for about 90% of the US 
production of soda ash (sodium carbonate). Downstream, 
about 50% of soda ash goes into glassmaking.

Producers of US soda ash include Genesis Alkali, Solvay, 
Tata, Ciner and Searles Valley Minerals.
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Petrochemicals Analytics Solutions
Transformative analytical tools designed to navigate and 
 optimise opportunities in a demand-led, price-sensitive 
global market-place so you can make confident decisions 
along the automotive supply chain.

Live Disruptions 
Tracker: Supply View
Plant outages and 
maintenance for the next 12 
months, plus the impact of 
capacity changes

l  Pre-empt competition and 
capitalise on trades impacted 
by outages 

l  Be aware of market shortages, 
with a real-time view to 
manage risk and ensure 
security of stock 

l  Negotiate better prices with 
other market players 

Supply & Demand 
Outlooks
Quarterly global supply 
& demand review and 
outlooks for key value 
chains and regions

l  Support your short-term 
strategy with upstream and 
downstream market sentiment 
and expectations for the 
current level, at a regional 
level

l  Save critical time and 
expand opportunities in 
international trade 

Price Drivers 
Analytics
Cross-commodity and 
cross-regional analysis of 
import/export parity, 
substitution trends, 
feedstock downstream 
spreads and cash margins

l  Gain new context and 
negotiating tools in addition 
to ICIS price assessments 

l  Reduce the time spent making 
manual calculations and spend 
more time on strategy and 
acting on market opportunities 

ICIS is the only information provider to offer this unique combination of analytics tools 

360◦ view of the market

New and Coming Soon Analytics Solutions for the Petrochemicals Markets

Live Disruptions 
Tracker: Impact View
Real-time visualisation 
that connects downstream 
shutdowns to show consumption 
capacity loss globally

Margin Analytics

Actionable variable cost  
margins by feedstock/process 
type and location, with analyst 
insight 

Price Optimisation 
Analytics
Dynamic map of global import/
export opportunities enriched 
with a view of logistics costs to 
calculate net price differences 
between regions

Complex analytics made simple Real-time information

Find out more and request a demo of the analytics solutions 

https://www.icis.com/explore/enquiry-petrochemicals-analytics-tools/?cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-Outlooks_analyticssolutions-fullad&sfid=7012X000001WS2K
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BY MORGAN CONDON  JANUARY 2019

PLASTICS/POLYMERS    
ACRYLONITRILE-BUTADIENE-STYRENE & POLYCARBONATE  
(ABS & PC) – EUROPE

EUROPE PC, ABS SENTIMENT ON DIVERGENT PATHS 

While often used in conjunction with one another, the 
European polycarbonate (PC) and acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene (ABS) markets appear to be pulling in different 
directions heading into 2019.

PC demand plummeted partway through 2018 in a way 
unanticipated by much of the market, and as yet has failed 
to recover.

This has left many market participants pessimistic about the 
strength of future pricing, with some anticipating a return to 
stark lows registered several years ago.

The increased capacity in China has led to supply in Europe 
lengthening, as domestic producers choose to export less 
while Asian producers seek an outlet for material.

As buyers are hesitant to commit to volumes before prices 
bottom out, there could be some recovery of prices in the first 
quarter of 2019.

All grades are likely to be affected by the softening, although 
the biggest difference will be felt for extrusion-grade material, 
as sentiment suggests these prices reached untenable 
heights in 2018.

There are few concrete predictions about when recovery is 
likely to occur, as the market was not expected to be thrown 
into oversupply.

The market continues to revolve around what is happening in 
China, and European producers are likely to continue chasing 
higher netbacks from this market.

Some have stated that fundamentals will balance out near the 
second quarter, whereas others are less sure.

This has led to a collapse in pricing of feedstock bisphenol A 
(BPA) despite any residual pressure for prices to rise on the 
back of tight phenol supply.

In contrast, ABS prices look set to track upstream markets, 
particularly key raw material styrene, as balance lost heading 
into the fourth quarter of 2018 has recovered.

Producers may find it harder to pass down any increases 
in production costs, as in recent months buyers have been 
buying ahead of traditionally strong times for the market to 
dodge rising prices caused by raw materials.

Styrene movements are tipped to remain volatile, but 
upstream pressure could affect secondary feedstocks 
acrylonitrile (ACN) and butadiene (BD), when several crackers 
have scheduled maintenance to coincide.

This may shake some of the seasonality that the market has 
traditionally followed, but there are no grave concerns, as 
demand is expected to remain fairly robust.

By and large the market is expected to cope with any 
increased prices in line with production costs, as projects to 
increase supply have been announced.

INEOS Styrolution is due to transform one of its three 
polystyrene (PS) lines at their site in Wingles, France, adding 
50,000 tonnes/year.
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Italy’s Versalis has announced to increase capacity by 30,000 
tonnes/year at their plant in Mantova, Italy in 2020.

The ABS market is expected to continue growing in line with 
GDP, but demand is not expected to remain strong in every 
downstream sector, with the furniture segment and consumer 
electronics industry looking softer.

Although the price directions for both markets appear 
relatively defined, market participants are still apprehensive to 
make over-arching statements about what will happen on the 
market next year.

The ongoing tensions caused by the US-China trade war 
could divert trade flows of material, shift the costs of raw 
material or suddenly squeeze or lengthen global supply for 
both products.

This uncertainty is the factor driving much market sentiment 
ahead of the new year, with those both buy and sell side 
watching both the European and Chinese markets for indication 
of what is around the corner to enable them to react quickly.
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PLASTICS/POLYMERS
ACRYLONITRILE-BUTADIENE-STYRENE & POLYCARBONATE  
(ABS & PC) – US
US PC, ABS MARKETS FACING LOW-PRICED IMPORTS

The US polycarbonate (PC) and acrylonitrile-butadiene-
styrene (ABS) markets have begun 2019 in a similar 
scenario with regard to low-priced imports from Asia.

Global PC capacity expansions are expected to continue to 
weigh on markets into 2019, with supply outpacing demand 
and import prices potentially remaining depressed.

Capacity expansions in China have dampened import 
sentiment in the country, causing a price plummet in Asia 
and for imports into the US over the last six months.

Domestic US markets will continue to face competition 
from low-priced imported material, which was being 
offered around 20 cents/lb lower than US-produced 
material as of late 2018.

Domestic producer pricing has been relatively stable, 
moving in tandem with feedstock costs as supply has been 
sufficient to meet demand.

The spread between US and Asia prices could widen 
further, depending on buyer requirements.

Buyers with specific material needs have continued to 
pay US prices, so domestic producers have not lowered 
their prices to match competitive offers from Asian 
suppliers.

Buyers who do not have specified applications, however, 
have considered alternatives.

“Low-end applications will make the switch fairly quickly, 
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but there is enough to go around,” a source said.

Sentiment remains bearish in 2019 amid a persistent 
supply glut due to capacity additions, which will keep 
pressure on US prices.

“Regardless of tariffs, there will be global reshuffling of 
trade patterns, and the total pricing for PC will continue to 
fall and stay depressed,” a source said.

Demand for US material has been strong in 2018 amid  
a robust economy. The outlook for 2019, however, is 
more uncertain, with trade war concerns persisting into 
the first quarter.

US ABS prices weakened in November and December 
amid persistently falling prices for imports from Asia and the 
sharp decline in feedstock prices – especially styrene – the 
last few months.

Cheaper prices for imports from Asia are directly related to 
thin ABS demand in China. While the current scenario may 
not change much early in the new year, styrene and ABS 
prices in China turned around slightly during the first half of 
December for the first time in two months.

Like PC, in various ABS applications, moulders cannot use 
another grade or material than those previously approved 
by the end user. There is some protection against price 
erosion for producers in these types of agreements.

“In a nutshell, the material is selected and is specified, 
and they cannot use another grade or material except the 
specified material.  If a moulder uses a different material, 
it is in violation of the agreement with the end user,” one 
market participant said.

Historically, US ABS prices spike in January, and trend 
higher for at least the first quarter. That is not likely to be 
the case this month, with falling feedstock prices and the 
presence of lower priced imports in the market.

ICIS assessments for US ABS are strictly formula-based 
and tied to upstream price movements.
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BY FELITA WIDJAJA  JANUARY 2019

PLASTICS/POLYMERS
POLYETHYLENE (PE) – ASIA

Southeast Asia polyethylene (PE) market is likely to 
face some downward pressure in 2019 on oversupply 
as demand could not catch up with the large capacity 
additions.

Import PE supply is expected to swell amid another round 
of new PE plants start-ups, creating more options for 
converters while suppressing prices in return, industry 
sources said.

The first wave of shale gas projects in the US and PE 
expansions in India had added around 6m tonnes of 
PE capacity from 2017 to 2018 with linear low density 
polyethylene (LLDPE) being the most volume added, 
followed by high density polyethylene (HDPE) and low 
density polyethylene (LDPE) grades.

In the first half of 2018, both domestic and import prices 
saw some gains across all PE grades, with dutiable HDPE 
prices surging above $1,400/tonne CFR SE Asia on 
average in March, a price level last seen in 2015.

Prices were supported by tight supply situation amid 
limited production and commercial shutdowns, stemming 
from much higher feedstock ethylene price and robust 
demand in the PE pipe market. Regional PE producers 
with integrated plants switch to selling their ethylene 
when prices are high for better netback, lowering their PE 
production.

The surge in demand for HDPE pipe, amid growth in the 
construction sector in Asia, has given more incentive for 
HDPE producers to switch their production to pipe instead 
of film grade, tightening supply of the latter.

In the second half of the year, PE prices moved away from 
their respective peaks and steadily declined month-on-
month, with LLDPE film grade performing the worst.

Dutiable LLDPE prices reached a 9-year low at $1,000/
tonne CFR SE Asia on average, as of mid-December 2018, 
amid mounting supply pressure.

India is exporting heavily to southeast Asia after it turned 
into a net exporter in 2018, with the region making close to 
20% of its total export volumes in 2018.

SE ASIA PE MARKET FACES FURTHER DOWNWARD PRESSURE ON OVERSUPPLY

An additional 25% tariffs, imposed on 23 August, for most 
US import PE cargoes in China had rendered US cargoes 
unappealing to Chinese buyers, effectively closing the 
prime import destination to US producers.

As a large chunk of export volume from the new US PE 
plants that came online in 2017 and 2018 were initially 
meant for China, US suppliers need to find many other 
markets to sell, to bridge the gap.

In order to gain foothold and market share in Asia, 
US suppliers were inclined to offer competitive prices, 
particularly for LLDPE grade, should the US-China trade 
tension continue throughout 2019.

Offers for US LLDPE cargoes were readily available below 
$1,000/tonne CFR SEA, largely at $950-980/tonne CFR 
SEA, around $50/tonne lower than other offers available 
from regular Saudi and Middle East suppliers.

GLOBAL PE CAPACITY EXPANSIONS 2019

Company
Capacity 
(kt/year)

Grade, 
breakdown

Location
Start-

Up
Formosa 
Plastics

800
HDPE (400), 
LDPE (400)

Point Comfort, 
Texas

H1 
2019

Sasol 420 LDPE
Lake Charles, 
Louisiana

2019

LyondellBasell 500 HDPE La Porte, Texas
Q4 

2019
ExxonMobil 
Chemical

650 PE (unspecified) Beaumont, Texas 2019

Sibur 1,500
LLDPE/HDPE 
(400*2), HDPE 
(350*2)

Toblosk, Russia
Q4 

2019

Petronas 750
HDPE (400), 
LLDPE (350)

Johor, Malaysia
Q4 

2019

Chandra Asri 400 LLDPE/HDPE
Cilegon, 
Indonesia

Q4 
2019

Jiutai Energy 250 LLDPE/HDPE
Inner Mongolia, 
North China

Jul 
2019

Zhong’an Lianhe 
Coal Chemical

350 LLDPE/HDPE
Anhui, East 
China

H2 
2019

Qinghai Damei 300 LLDPE/HDPE
Qinghai, 
Northwest China

Q3 
2019

Zhejiang 
Petrochemical

750
LLDPE/HDPE 
(300),

HDPE (450)

Zhejiang, East 
China

Q3 2019

Baofeng Energy 300 LLDPE/HDPE
Ningxia, 
Northwest China

H2 
2019
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The supply glut looks set to intensify in 2019 as more PE 
producers are on track to start up their plants, adding close 
to 7m tonnes of additional PE supply globally.

There is relatively limited supply pressure for non-dutiable 
ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) cargoes 
as the bulk of additional supply were for dutiable cargoes.

This might act as a catalyst to widen the price gap between 
dutiable and non-dutiable cargoes further in 2019.

On the demand side, most buyers in southeast Asia have 
largely been weighed by bearish market sentiment, which 
might continue to manifest in 2019 amid tilted supply-
demand balance.

Most converters opt to rely on more prompt shipment imports 
for their immediate requirements amid market uncertainty.

Similarly, traders and stockists are cautious to take any 
position, opting to hold on to minimally comfortable 
allocations and stock levels amid market uncertainty.
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Industry sources see Vietnam becoming a more 
targeted exports market in Asia, apart from China, in the 
foreseeable future.

The Vietnamese market has been inundated with 
competitively-priced import cargoes from India and the 
US due to its full reliance on imports and zero import 
duty policy while other southeast Asian countries impose 
between 5-15% of import duty for non-ASEAN PE cargoes.

Prices in Vietnam could be significantly lower than 
other southeast Asian regions, which might isolate price 
movements in Vietnam from the rest of southeast Asia, 
warranting separate price assessments, sources said.

Overall outlook for 2019 remains cautious with some risk 
of further downtrend across PE grades while some market 
players believe that LLDPE prices had reached the bottom.

On 21 December, dutiable LLDPE film prices were 
assessed at $1,100-1,020/tonne CFR SE Asia, up $20/
tonne from the week before amid a lack of competitively-
priced offers, according to ICIS data.

Dutiable HDPE film prices were assessed stable-to-soft at 
$1,030-1,050/tonne CFR SE Asia, while dutiable LDPE film 
prices were stable week-on-week at $1,020-1,030/tonne 
CFR SE Asia, ICIS data showed.

Demand growth for PE, including LDPE grade, in most 
Asian markets is expected to be slower in 2019, in 
tandem with the global economic slowdown, uncertainty 
surrounding the geopolitical market and rising 
environmental concerns on plastic waste.
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The first quarter of 2019 is likely to lend greater clarity to 
polyethylene (PE) demand and prices in the Middle East, 
given that uncertainty and pessimism persist going into the 
end of 2018.

Markets across the Middle East have been grappling with 
weak demand for much of 2018, weighed down by sluggish 
macroeconomic performance.

Key markets within the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
have borne the brunt of soft demand capped by several 
factors.

Lower crude oil prices have contributed to lower revenues 
for several countries within the region, for whom oil exports 
form the major chunk of incomes.

Saudi Arabia and UAE saw the introduction of the value 
added tax (VAT) in January this year, which led to an 
overall increase in cost of goods and services within these 
countries.

Processors in Saudi Arabia also coped with higher 
operational costs resulting from higher taxes and a cutback 
in subsidies, and this curbed resin demand within the 
region.

The Saudi expat tax - announced in 2016 as part of a drive 
to increase non-oil government revenue - that came into 
effect in July 2017 also hampered finished goods demand 
in 2018.

It was imposed on expatriates living in the country, as well 
as any businesses operated by the expatriates.

As the taxes came into effect, many foreigners sent their 
families home or left altogether, affecting demand for a 
wide range of goods and services that served them.

Over in UAE, the industrial packaging segment felt the 
effects of a slower economic performance in 2018, although 
demand from food packaging held largely stable.

PLASTICS/POLYMERS 
POLYETHYLENE (PE) – MIDDLE EAST

MIDDLE EASTERN PE MARKETS TO SEE FURTHER CLARITY IN Q1

BY VEENA PATHARE  JANUARY 2019
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“The population in the GCC is not growing, so demand 
for finished consumer goods within the region remains 
stagnant,” a UAE-based processor said.

Capacity utilisation at many processing units was also 
lower in 2018, as processors cut rates to account for lower 
demand, the processor added.

2019 is poised to see an improvement in demand 
conditions, spurred by restocking activities early in the year.

Demand would also gradually improve in 2019 as market 
players better adjust to the VAT tax regime.

The impact of the introduction of the VAT in Kuwait, 
Oman and Qatar is likely to emerge in 2019, although 
these countries are yet to announce the date of the 
implementation.

The Kingdom of Bahrain will be the third Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC) member state to introduce VAT in effect 
since 1 January.
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US producers would have limited choice but to target all 
markets to make up for the volumes that they would have 
otherwise exported to China, industry sources said.

Southeast and south Asia would be on the radar of US 
producers as they prepare to export greater volumes in 
2019.

Besides Asia, Turkey and Europe are markets poised to 
see an influx of US-origin material, although it remains to 
be seen how the dynamics in Europe would play out.

A number of PE facilities coming up in the US also belong to 
companies that are also established PE producers in Europe, 
so targeting Europe for exports would mean compromising on 
existing market shares, industry sources said.

On 21 December, ICIS assessed LDPE film prices in the 
GCC at $1,060-1,160/tonne CFR GCC, stable from the 
week before.

HDPE film prices in the GCC were assessed at $1,060-
1,130/tonne CFR GCC, while LLDPE film prices ranged at 
$1,030-1,090/tonne CFR GCC, also stable week on week, 
ICIS data showed.

“Demand did not pick up significantly since Ramadan 
and the Eid ul-Fitr holidays, and remains limited due to 
destocking activities at the end of the year, so buyers would 
need to stock up early in the new year,” a GCC buyer said.

Stronger demand from China ahead of the Lunar New 
Year holidays in early February would also prompt GCC 
producers to consider raising prices across global markets, 
as they would be in a position to realizing better netbacks 
in China.

On the export front, GCC producers look to better 
understand how the US and China trade talks play out early 
in 2019, for further clarity on tariffs on US-origin PE.

At present, US-origin LLDPE and HDPE material are 
subject to 25% tariffs in China, making US cargoes 
unattractive in China.

These tariffs would lead to greater preference for Middle 
Eastern PE in China, and suppliers would thus want to 
allocate more volumes to sell there.

This is also poised to lead to greater competition in markets 
traditionally dominated by Middle Eastern PE sellers, as 
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PLASTICS/POLYMERS
POLYETHYLENE (PE) – US

TRADE TENSIONS CAST SHADOW AS NEW US PE CAPACITY COMES ON LINE

The US polyethylene (PE) industry is set to bring on 
several new plants in 2019 even as trade tensions with 
China create questions regarding the feasibility of new 
US export-driven PE plants.

Abundant availability of ethane gas derived from shale oil 
drilling has spurred a wave of new crackers and ethylene 
derivative plants in the US as ethane crackers enjoy a 
considerable cash cost advantage in the production of 
PE and other ethylene derivatives relative to Asian and 
European producers.

Sasol has recently achieved mechanical completion at its 
new 470,000 tonne/year linear low density polyethylene 
(LLDPE) plant in Lake Charles, Louisiana, and is 

expected to begin operations at the plant before the end 
of December.

Sasol’s complex also holds a 420,000 tonne/year low 
density polyethylene (LDPE) plant, which is expected to 
come on line in 2019.

Formosa is also expected to start up an LDPE plant along 
with a high density polyethylene (HDPE) plant in Point 
Comfort, Texas, in the first half of 2019. Each plant will 
have a capacity of 400,000 tonnes/year.

LyondellBasell is aiming to start up a new 500,000 
tonne/year HDPE plant in mid-2019 while ExxonMobil is 
planning to start up a new 650,000 tonne/year PE plant in 

BY ZACHARY MOORE   JANUARY 2019
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your planning 
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Beaumont, Texas, in 2019.

These capacity additions cumulatively add up to just 
under 3m tonnes/year and follow additions of more than 
3m tonnes/year in new capacity in 2017.

PE demand in North America is considered mature and 
is not expected to grow much beyond GDP growth. New 
capacity builds are therefore being targeted primarily at 
export markets, with China being the primary target market 
given the country’s large market and its significant PE deficit.

Trade tensions with China, which would see US HDPE 
and LLDPE subjected to additional tariffs of 25%, have 
thus caused some concern in the industry.

While most industry executives say that global trade 
flows will rebalance and that they will be able to place 
all the material that would otherwise have gone to 
China, no other import market can match the sales 
volumes achievable in China. US exporters run the risk 
of provoking antidumping investigations in other target 
countries if they are too aggressive in placing volumes. 
There is also concern that the large new capacity 
additions could trigger global price wars, as sellers will 
come under pressure to give discounts to place volumes.

An increasing export focus among US producers has 
already been in evidence in 2018 and is expected to 
continue into 2019. According to data from the American 
Chemistry Council (ACC), through the first 10 months of 
2018, exports were up by 96% for LLDPE, 42% for HDPE 
and 19% for LDPE relative to 2017.
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PLASTICS/POLYMERS
POLYETHYLENE (PE) LATIN AMERICA – US

LATAM PE OVERSUPPLY TO CONTINUE

Polyethylene (PE) markets in Latin America will continue 
to experience high supply in 2019, even when production 
capacity has not increased in the area and will not 
increase in the short term.

The proliferation of ethylene and PE projects in the US Gulf 
has removed incentives to increase PE capacity in Latin 
America, and has virtually killed many existing projects 
because the economics do not support such an investment.

Take, for instance, the Brazilian Comperj project: It started 
many years ago as a naphtha-based project.  US shale 
gas produced cheap sources of ethane and the promise of 
competitive ethylene costs. Comperj was then redesigned 
to be a gas-based project, which, in the end, never came 
off the ground.

The same happened to projects in Venezuela, where 
local economic problems made circumstances even more 
challenging. All of these Latin American projects have one 
thing in common: They could no longer compete with US 
shale gas costs.

The Ethylene XXI project in Mexico, online since April 
2016, had one main advantage: The final investment 
decision (FID) came before the new projects in the US 
materialised, and by virtue of being there first, the project 
gained its space in the market.

However, the new production in Mexico, coupled with 
new US production, has produced oversupply in the local 
market and prices have eroded throughout 2018 and will 
continue to be under pressure in 2019, when new US 

BY GEORGE MARTIN   JANUARY 2019
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There is uncertainty in crude oil markets, and the global 
economies are showing vulnerabilities and a potential  
for increased conflicts worldwide. The US-China trade 
war is contributing to short-term uncertainty, and after the 
2008 financial crisis, the world appears overdue for the 
next downturn.

Product from Asia and the Middle East is also showing up 
in the American continent, compounding the oversupply. 
The hurricane season is over in North America, suggesting 
that at least that frequent problem will not play a part in 
early 2019.

plants will still be coming on line.

There will not be new production in Latin America for a 
few more years. The only country that is getting a better 
chance of increasing ethylene supply is Argentina, where 
Dow Chemical and state-owned YPF  have joined forces 
to generate gas in the Vaca Muerta play to make possible 
the eventual construction of a new cracker and perhaps 
expansion of the existing PE plants.

Even with availability of raw materials, Latin America has 
another problem: lack of a large consumer market. With 
the exception of Brazil and Mexico, most other countries 
would need additional demand to justify investment in 
new plants. The oversupply in the US is filling the needs 
of net buyer countries in the region such as Chile, Peru, 
Ecuador, Paraguay, Bolivia and Uruguay.

With the overflow of US products, Latin America PE 
markets are balanced. Prices have fallen in most 
countries, and the decline is happening even in markets 
that are protected by high tariffs, as is the case of Brazil 
and Argentina. The price decline is more evident in 
countries that have no domestic production, and as such, 
no import tariffs.

What can change between now and the first months of 
2019? Supply is expected to increase in the US Gulf and 
demand in Latin America will only increase with economic 
or demographic gains, very slowly. There are a few 
increase initiatives talked in the PE market for 2019, but 
they appear to be based on producers’ desire to improve 
margins more than on market fundamentals.

Latin America’s demand is still uncertain because the two 
largest markets, Brazil and Mexico, have new governments 
and their agendas are still undefined. Argentina’s demand 
has declined sharply, with currency devaluations and 
inflation of nearly 50% per year. Credit has declined with 
high interest rates, further depressing demand.

Polyethylene prices are headed down in Latin America. The graph 

shows LDPE prices falling in the region, with more to come in 2019
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PLASTICS/POLYMERS    
POLYETHYLENE (PE)/POLYPROPYLENE (PP) – EUROPE 

PE MARKET TO RECKON WITH NEW CAPACITIES, PP TEMPERED BY 
PROPYLENE SUPPLY

BY LINDA NAYLOR  JANUARY 2019

European PE and PP markets will continue to diverge in 
2019, as new PE capacities come on stream, while PP will 
be tempered by propylene supply. 

PE imports into Europe from new capacities in the US are 
expected to have more of an impact in 2019, with large 
volumes for particular grades already heading eastwards at 
the end of 2018.

On the other hand, the picture for PP in 2019 will be 
affected by a planned cracker maintenance programme 
that could leave the monomer very snug.

The long-awaited PE imports from the US have finally 
started arriving, with large volumes of C4 (butene based) 
linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) already shipped to 
Europe, with prices for those grades plummeting.

European PE net prices are low in global terms, with many 
spot net prices below the headline ethylene contract price, 
a phenomenon that has been in place for some weeks.

While the flow of imports from new US capacities was slow 
for most of 2018, it accelerated towards the end of the year 
and volumes have already been booked for January.

With December prices falling on the back of lower naphtha 
prices, January arrivals could be too high to work.

PP prices have also fallen, but the erosion has been milder 
and imports were not such a feature of the market.

However, the PE market is not as weak as it might have 
been as low water levels on the Rhine affected output at 
some sites.

In 2019, a series of planned cracker outages is expected 
to offset an increase in the volume of imports to an extent, 
as PE output will inevitably be down alongside cracker 
outages for some of that time.

PP will also be down during this time, but there are greater 
worries in this market that crackers will be slow to come back 
on line.

If all goes according to plan, there should be no problem 
with ethylene supply, or even propylene. However, any 
delay in one of the big crackers could lead to supply issues 
for the monomer, and therefore the polymer.

Some PP producers have made significant efforts to ensure 
that they have secured enough propylene for 2019, but it 
has been an expensive exercise.

“Why sell polypropylene cheap now?” said a producer. “We 
can sell it twice over next year.”

PE will be a different story.

Ethylene output will be lower in 2019. However, import 
availability from new capacity will mean that there should be no 
shortage of product, and several buyers have been talking to 
new sellers to arrange contracted imported volumes for 2019.

Between the third quarter of 2017 and the end of 2019, 
US PE capacity will have increased by 6.5m tonnes/year, 
representing an increase of around 40% of capacity.

Moreover, by the end of 2022 this will amount to an increase 
of 12.1m tonnes of PE, according to ICIS data, resulting in an 
increase of around 75% in US capacity over the whole period.

Europe is a net importer of several PE grades, and imports 
are key to sustain the market.
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With fears of an economic slowdown in Europe and moves 
towards using more recycled material and less plastic, 
these issues could also begin to affect the consumption of 
virgin plastics.

An added complication comes from the US-China trade war 
which is expected to alter trade flows, although this will take 
time to take effect.

new and upcoming ethylene and polyethylene plants

wave of pe expansions on the us gulf coast under way
This infographic shows that low-cost feedstocks derived from shale oil have spurred a wave of  new crackers and polyethylene (PE) projects along the US Gulf  coast, where much of  

the PE imported into Latin America originates. The US has already added a significant volume of  new capacity, with more new projects set to start up over the coming years.

ICIS price reports provide independent, objective and trusted intelligence for over 180 chemical commodities across America, 
Europe and Asia. Use ICIS information to: follow fluctuations and understand factors driving them; input into your own internal 
analytical models; clarify settlements and contracts; inform negotiations.

us ethylene & polyethylene price reports

find out more about icis price reports
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NEW AND UPCOMING ETHYLENE AND POLYETHYLENE PLANTS

Middle Eastern sellers into Europe are not expected to take 
kindly to welcoming US product and shuffling for market 
share is inevitable in 2019.

PE and PP is used in packaging and the manufacture 
of household goods. PP is also used in the automotive 
industry, and PP in automotive.
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BY HAZEL GOH  JANUARY 2019

POLYETHYLENE TEREPHALATE (PET) – ASIA

Asia’s polyethylene terephthalate (PET) market is expecting 
to be balanced in supply and demand next year, and 
margins are likely to be within range following a tumultuous 
2018.

Some buyers have already approached Chinese sellers 
for cargoes slated for delivery in the first half of 2019, with 
some transactions done.

With semi-term cargoes secured, panic buying that 
happened in 2018 is not expected to repeat itself.

Seasonal peak demand will rise at the end of March. During 
this period, downstream pre-form converters start to prepare 
for the next summer peak bottled beverages consumption.

PET suppliers tend to run their plants at full throttle, leading 
up to the peak demand season.

Supply is not seen an issue as most plants would have 
wrapped up maintenance works by the end of 2018 or 
January 2019.

China Resources Packaging has an ongoing plant 
maintenance affecting 600,000 tonnes/year of its production.

ASIA’S PET SEES SUPPLY-DEMAND BALANCE, MARKET CALMNESS

During the turnaround, the plant will undergo a change in 
its energy source from coal to gas and the maintenance is 
expected to complete in end-January.

A Taiwanese producer has planned maintenance from mid-
December 2018 to mid-January 2019.

Oman’s Octal Holding will be having a three-week 
turnaround in January at one of its four lines, with a 
combined capacity of 850,000 tonnes/year.

In Asia, there are a few new plants coming onstream by 
Yisheng Petrochemical and Zhejiang Wankai New Materials 
in 2019-2020.

Only one 600,000 tonnes/year capacity is slated to start up 
in mid-2019, while others plan to start up in late 2019 and 
2020. Hence supply is seen stable.

The PET prices will stick to tracking production cost in 2019 
after the market stabilized in the fourth quarter.

In April 2018, PET prices had detracted from following 
feedstock price trends. Then PET producers saw good 
margins, broadly driven by tight global supply.

There were several outages in the US, Europe and Asia 
that coincided with the peak demand season.
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The PET spread subsequently narrowed sharply in August-
September, as plants restarted and demand slowed.

One recent change that impacted PET FOB China prices 
was the increase in tax rebate of China PET exports.

Chinese PET producers have the flexibility of basing 
their prices on local feedstock cost and not import 
valuation, after factoring in export rebate from the use of 
domestic feedstock.

Meanwhile, in China, with recent rebounds in feedstock 
purified terephthalic acid (PTA), the price gap between the 
local PTA after rebate and PTA import narrowed.

Similarly, the price spread between China and other Asian 
PET offers was narrower.  Such price relationships will be 
keenly monitored going forward.

The market also awaits the outcome after the US 
PET producers’ appealed to the International Trade 
Commission’s (ITC).

The anti-dumping investigation on PET resin imports from 
Brazil, Indonesia, Korea, Pakistan and Taiwan may curb US 
buying interest.
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PLASTICS/POLYMERS    
POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE (PET) – EUROPE  

EUROPE PET SUPPLY WILL BE THE FOCUS FOR 2019  

BY CAROLINE MURRAY  JANUARY 2019

The supply of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) in 
Europe, and whether it will flow without causing 
surprising price swings, is what participants want to 
ascertain for their 2019 budgets.

After all, 2018 was punctuated by unexpected periods of 
significant tightness that often, but not always, stemmed 
from global, upstream events.

“The biggest concern is that we will have supply shortages 
in Europe. For the next couple of years we will have only 
a few domestic suppliers. If something happens with 
Rotterdam in the summer time it will have a huge impact…” 
a buyer said.

The traditional seasonality of the market still exists, and 
customers buy PET in preparation for the heat of the 
summer bottle sales season.

What is nerve-wracking, particularly following evidence of 
how fragile supply can be, is whether or not plants across the 
global chain manage to produce as planned, or imports arrive 
on time, thereby supplying the market when it most needs it.

“We saw in the second quarter [of 2018] the impact 
of production problems. It would be unusual but not 
unprecedented to have continued issues two years in 
succession,” a producer said.

Europeans traditionally and still do commit to domestic 
volumes, alongside dipping into imports that provide 
competition.

But buyers seem to have learnt from recent years and 
adopted a fresh attitude.

For 2019, buyers have threatened to bring in considerably 
more volumes from outside the region, in response to 
the output problems in 2018 but also partly in resistance 
to the individual increases producers targeted for 2019 
conversion costs.
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“I think there will be a resurgence of imports next year. 
Together with the purified terephthalic acid [PTA] producers, 
PET producers did a massive mistake by asking for crazy 
high formulas,” a reseller said.

The following graph shows an estimate of how wide the 
gap was between freely negotiated prices and contracts 
based on raw material plus a conversion fee, at a time of 
severe tightness.

This chasm is what participants are attempting to moderate 
for 2019.

It should be noted that 2018 conversion costs varied 
significantly, according to the timing of negotiations and 
the size of account for example. The graph above gives an 
indication of where some may have settled.

Rising costs of upstream purified terephthalic acid (PTA) 
formed the greater part of PET producers’ justification for 
higher contract prices in 2019.
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Any delays in product arriving from other regions could 
swing market direction.

“Do they walk the talk? ... We talk to major customers and 
book the same kind of volumes with these majors … The 
hottest quarter is quarter two. It is very difficult to predict in 
this volatile world, but I know supply is less than demand 
in the summer season so you need imports,” a second 
producer said.

“Will the Chinese or South Koreans be there in quarter two 
and quarter three, and do our customers want to gamble 
they can get imports?” the producer queried.

One cannot contemplate the outlook of PET 
without considering the huge uncertainties in the 
macroeconomic, geopolital arenas, including the US-
China trade war and Brexit.

But it has all been so erratic, it makes it impossible to truly 
know what lies ahead.

“Big organisations have been making big changes to 
forecasts in a short space of time,” a third buyer said.

FREELY NEGOTIATED V FEEDSTOCK-PLUS CONTRACTS

Source: ICISPET FD Europe W-Feedstock formula

“PTA was the golden goose for PET producers this year, in 
terms of 2019 contract negotiations,” a second buyer said.

Only time will tell if the appetite for PET imports has been 
or will be as big as some would have believe. As prices 
have been on a downward trajectory for much of quarter 
four, the financial benefit to buyers when the product 
actually arrives, is debatable.
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Just when the market may feel it has a handle on 2019 
dynamics, and figures out say, the trend in crude oil pricing, 
all this could easily be pushed aside by the effects of 
tightness in upstream paraxylene (PX), for example.

The rise in favour of recycled plastics is another in the 
string of discussion points for PET.

How it may or may not influence demand and supply for 
virgin PET already in 2019 adds to the intrigue.

Commentators are leaning towards an assumption that 
virgin PET will not be negatively impacted by recycled PET 
(R-PET) until 2020 and beyond, but not everyone agrees.

“Our potential consumption for virgin PET could drop by a third 
in [2019] ... In our market I see virgin displaced by R-PET and 
if I were a virgin producer, I would have one eye thinking my 
virgin demand is going down here,” a fourth buyer said.

SUBSTITUTION TRENDS - PET AND R-PET EUROPE

Source: ICISPET FD Europe-RPET  FD NWE

EUROPE PET PLANTS(ANNUAL CAPACITY’000 TONNES)

The industry may have got used to attempting to second-
guess the roller coaster ride that defines the PET market, 
and may therefore, be heading towards 2019 with 
confidence and clarity.

Or the supply/demand dynamics of 2019 could end up just 
as surprising as it was in 2018.

PET is used in fibres for clothing, containers and bottles for 
liquids and foods, thermoforming for manufacturing, and in 
combination with glass fibre for engineering resins.
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Asia’s polyethylene terephthalate (PET) market is expected 
to be balanced in supply and demand in 2019, and margins 
are likely to be within range following a tumultuous 2018.

Some buyers have already approached Chinese sellers 
for cargoes slated for delivery in the first half of 2019, with 
some transactions done.

With semi-term cargoes secured, panic buying that 
happened in 2018 is not expected to repeat itself.

Seasonal peak demand will rise at the end of March. During 
this period, downstream pre-form converters start to prepare 
for the next summer peak bottled beverages consumption.

PET suppliers tend to run their plants at full throttle, leading 
up to the peak demand season.

Supply is not seen an issue as most plants would have 
wrapped up maintenance works by the end of 2018 or 
January 2019. China Resources Packaging has an ongoing 
plant maintenance affecting 600,000 tonnes/year of its 
production.

During the turnaround, the plant will undergo a change in 
its energy source from coal to gas and the maintenance is 
expected to complete in end-January.

A Taiwanese producer has planned maintenance from mid-
December 2018 to mid-January 2019.

Oman’s Octal Holding will be having a three-week 
turnaround in January at one of its four lines, with a 
combined capacity of 850,000 tonnes/year.

In Asia, there are a few new plants coming onstream by 
Yisheng Petrochemical and Zhejiang Wankai New Materials 
in 2019-2020.

Only one 600,000 tonnes/year capacity is slated to start up 
in mid-2019, while others plan to start up in late 2019 and 
2020. Hence supply is seen stable.

The PET prices will stick to tracking production cost in 2019 
after the market stabilised in the fourth quarter.

PLASTICS/POLYMERS
POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE (PET) – MIDDLE EAST

ASIA’S PET SEES SUPPLY-DEMAND BALANCE, MARKET CALMNESS

BY HAZEL GOH  JANUARY 2019

In April this year, PET prices had detracted from following 
feedstock price trends. Then PET producers saw good 
margins, broadly driven by tight global supply.
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There were several outages in the US, Europe and Asia 
that coincided with the peak demand season.

The PET spread subsequently narrowed sharply in August-
September, as plants restarted and demand slowed.

One recent change that impacted PET FOB (free on board) 
China prices was the increase in tax rebate of China PET 
exports.

Chinese PET producers have the flexibility of basing their 
prices on local feedstock cost and not import valuation, after 
factoring in export rebate from the use of domestic feedstock.

Meanwhile, in China, with recent rebounds in feedstock 
purified terephthalic acid (PTA), the price gap between the 
local PTA after rebate and PTA import narrowed.

Similarly, the price spread between China and other Asian 
PET offers was narrower.  Such price relationships will be 
keenly monitored going forward.

The market also awaits the outcome after the US 
PET producers’ appealed to the International Trade 
Commissions (ITC).

Critical market data, tools & expertise

The anti-dumping investigation on PET resin imports from 
Brazil, Indonesia, Korea, Pakistan and Taiwan may curb US 
buying interest.
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PLASTICS/POLYMERS
POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE (PET) – US

US PET OVERSUPPLY EXTENDS INTO 2019

The US polyethylene terephthalate (PET) market will 
continue slow, with ample supply and low buying interest 
in the first quarter of 2019.

PET prices have been under significant downward pressure 
in the fourth quarter of 2018 from excess supply and 
weakened demand, as well as declining feedstock prices 
and competitively priced imports.

Additionally, year-end festivities and cold weather are key 
elements that have traditionally dampened business activity 
for bottled beverages and PET in December and the first 
quarter of the following year. Demand in the first quarter of 
2019 has been slow and is expected to remain seasonally 
dull through most of the quarter.

With the overflow of Asia and Eastern Europe virgin resin 
entering the US, the PET market has been experiencing 
excess supply. Prices held steady in most of the fourth 
quarter. However,  weaker precursors prices, particularly 
paraxylene (PX) with an 8.5-ct/lb drop from October to 
November exerted additional pressure, triggering lower 
price ideas among buyers and culminating in resin price 
erosion.

In the first quarter of 2019, supply will likely continue long 
and demand may not increase until later in the quarter. 
Prices in early 2019 have remained flat-to-soft on the 
seasonal downturn, despite recent Asia’s desire for a 
push in prices. Current Asian price volatility in PET and 
its feedstocks will keep buyers alert for any potential price 
strengthening that might affect US pricing.

Producers may consider Chevron Phillips Chemical’s 
announcement of its PX unit closure at its Pascagoula, 
Mississippi refinery at the end of December as a key 
issue that may justify fluctuations in PET values. The 
announcement pushed spot PX numbers up in early 
December, but so far no PET hikes have emerged. 
The plant has a capacity of 495,000 tonnes/year, which 
represents about 10% of US capacity, and is Chevron 
Phillips’s sole PX unit.

US PET producers DAK Americas, Indorama Ventures and 
Nan Ya Plastics Corporation’s appeal to the recent findings 
in favour of imports from Brazil, Indonesia, Korea, Pakistan 
and Taiwan may be a factor to be considered regarding 
resin pricing in 2019.

If a negative final determination is reached again, US resin 
prices are likely to continue on the soft side. If a positive 
final determination is reached, US suppliers will not have 
to compete so aggressively against offshore offers, giving 
room to potential price strengthening.

DAK Americas, Indorama, Nan Ya Plastics Corporation 
and Far Eastern New Century (FENC) are PET 
producers in the US.

On the recycling front, the National Association for PET 
Container Resources (NAPCOR) and the Association of 
Plastic Recyclers (APR) continue to place emphasis on 
the importance of increased R-PET demand by end users 
and the commitment of consumer brands to reach circular 
economy sustainability.

Both associations work to address the industry’s ongoing 
challenges to improve the quality of PET from the waste 

BY LULY STEPHENS   JANUARY 2019
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stream, reduce non-PET contamination in recycling 
streams, and build awareness on the importance of recycling.

Prices for food-grade R-PET pellets remained flat in the 
fourth quarter of 2018, and are likely to remain unchanged 
in early 2019. Prices for PET bottle bales lost a few cents 
in the fourth quarter of 2018 and are expected to stay flat in 
early 2019.

US polyethylene terephthalate recyclers include 
CarbonLITE Industries, Global PET Inc, Peninsula 
Plastics Recycling, Florida Recycling, Perpetual Recycling 
Solutions, Signode Plastic Recycling Alliance, PQ 
Recycling, Evergreen Plastics and Reterra.

Source: ICIS
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PLASTICS/POLYMERS 
POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE (PET) LATIN AMERICA – US

LATIN AMERICA PET TO REMAIN LONG; DEMAND SLUGGISH

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) markets in Latin America 
are likely to remain sluggish, with long supply and low buying 
interest in the first quarter of 2019.

PET prices have been under downward pressure in the 
fourth quarter of 2018, from abundant supply and weakened 
demand as well as declining feedstock prices and large 
volumes of competitively priced imports in most countries.

Furthermore, political developments in late 2018, 
economic uncertainties in several countries in the region, 
year-end festivities, summer vacation and Carnival 
celebrations are all key elements that have traditionally 
dampened business activity in December and the first 
quarter of the following year. The first quarter of 2019 
appears to be heading in the same direction.

The main political developments contributing to 
economic uncertainties were several general or 
presidential elections in Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and 
Venezuela. 

Business usually slows in anticipation of an election, or 
until a president-elect takes office and new policies are 
established. Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador (AMLO) took 
office in Mexico on 1 December, while Jair Bolsonaro 
took office in Brazil on 1 January. The policies the new 
presidents might follow remain unclear.

Business in Venezuela is minimal, with no production of 
PET resin and extremely low import amounts. To import 
resin is difficult, as foreign currency to pay for imports is 
not readily available. Some businesses started year-end 
vacations as early as mid-November, for the lack of activity.

With the overflow of Asia and US product, Latin America 
PET markets continue to experience excess supply. 
Prices have fallen in most countries, and the decline is 
happening even in markets protected by high tariffs, such 
as Brazil and Argentina. The price decline is more evident 
in countries that have no domestic production, and as 
such, no import tariffs.

BY LULY STEPHENS   JANUARY 2019
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In the first quarter of 2019, supply is expected to continue 
long and demand may not increase until later in the quarter, 
depending on the economic and political developments 
in each country, such as currency strength/devaluation, 
interest rates and projects proposed by newly elected 
governments.

Prices in early 2019 are likely to hold steady despite Asia’s 
recent desire for a push in prices, as any fluctuations in 
Asia pricing may affect prices in Latin America at a lag. 
Additionally, there is still ample material available in the 
market.

DAK Americas, Mossi & Ghisolfi and Petroquímica Suape 
produce PET in the Americas.

LATIN AMERICA PET PRICE HISTORY
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Analytics tools for the petrochemical market 
include: 
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3 Price Drivers Analytics 
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3 Supply & Demand Outlooks
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BY KHENG WEE LOY  JANUARY 2019

POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE (PMMA) – ASIA

Asia’s polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) import markets 
may extend losses due to dwindling demand and high 
inventories in the first quarter of 2019.

PMMA spot prices in southeast Asia and China have fallen 
over the past six months, shedding  around 14-20% across 
the period, reversing from a peak that occurred in June.

For the week ended 13 December, regional PMMA prices 
were assessed stable at $2,725/tonne CFR (cost & freight) 
SE (southeast) Asia and stable to soft at $2,550/tonne CFR 
China on average, according to ICIS data.

In the middle of June, spot prices for general purpose (GP)-
grade goods were pegged at $3,175/tonne CFR SE Asia 
and $3,200/tonne CFR China, ICIS data showed.

Spot supply is expected to be fairly abundant in early 
2019, considering high inventories and restricted run rates 
among producers.

Manufacturers and traders actively sought to clear some 
stocks towards the year end, boosting volumes available on 
the market.

New Middle East suppliers are also projected to aggressively 
push cargoes further in order to gain market share.

ASIA PMMA MAY EXTEND LOSSES ON POOR DEMAND, HIGH STOCKS IN Q1

These new supplies, coupled with highly attractive prices, 
have played a huge role in pushing PMMA discussions 
down swiftly.

A 40,000 tonne/year integrated facility in Saudi Arabia, 
belonging to Saudi Methacrylates Company (SAMAC), has 
started commercial operations in April 2018. It is a joint 
venture between Mitsubishi Chemical and SABIC.

Separately, a 50,000 tonne/year unit in Saudi Arabia, 
operated by Petro Rabigh, has commenced PMMA 
production by early 2018.

The project is shared between Sumitomo Chemical and 
Saudi Aramco.

In China, domestic manufacturers are able to provide 
more competitive PMMA products on the back of cheaper 
feedstock methyl methacrylate (MMA) costs locally, as 
compared to the rest of Asia.

This has placed intense downward pressure on the China 
import markets.

“It is very difficult to compete with the local makers in China 
right now, so [we] may have to cut operating rates further,” 
a regional producer said.
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Moreover, fresh PMMA volumes are expected from 
China’s Wanhua Chemical soon, in light of recent talks of 
on-spec output from its new MMA unit in early December, 
sources said. At the same time, integrated manufacturers 
in Asia could switch accordingly and raise MMA production 
instead, depending on the profitability for PMMA.

From a feedstock perspective, the spread between PMMA 
and MMA remains narrow, and it will take time for any price 
change in MMA to take effect on the PMMA production 
front, sources said.

Regional demand is anticipated to be slow. Consumers are 
in a wait-and-see mode due to weak downstream offtake and 
economic uncertainty amid the US-China trade war truce. 
Recent steep declines in spot prices have also affected 
market confidence.

Re-stocking activity may occur after the year-end lull, given 
that buyers have reduced their stocks and are operating on 
a need-to basis.
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PMMA VS PC CHINA

Source: ICIS

However, the upcoming Lunar New Year holiday in 
February 2019 could curtail near-term appetite in China to 
some extent, players said.

Future price movements for polycarbonate (PC) are likely 
to sway spot sentiment for PMMA, sources said in view of 
the drastic PC falloffs.

PC can be used as substitutes in some applications and is 
traditionally more expensive.

With PC “unusually cheaper” than PMMA, PMMA markets 
may not recover immediately even if PC values inch 
up, according to some sources. PMMA is used in the 
manufacture of automotive, household and electronic 
products, and is the largest downstream market of MMA.
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BY LEANNE TAN  JANUARY 2019

POLYPROPYLENE (PP) – ASIA

Polypropylene (PP) spot prices in southeast Asia may 
continue to be suppressed moving into the first quarter of 
2019 as the market continues to grapple with fresh supplies 
and tepid downstream demand amid global trade tensions.

2018 started on a bullish note, with all-origins PP flat yarn 
grade prices peaking for the year at $1,305/tonne CFR 
(cost and freight) southeast (SE) Asia in early June, close 
to a 10% increase from January, according to ICIS data.

For the first three quarters of 2018, spot prices stayed 
consistently higher than the same period in the year prior, 
with all-origins spot prices mostly staying over the $1,250/
tonne CFR SE Asia mark; supported by healthy import buying 
appetite and lower than anticipated inventory levels in China.

Some unexpected turnarounds in the Middle East and 
parallel gains in the upstream propylene market further 
propelled regional PP spot prices.

However, sentiment took a dramatic turn for the worse in 
the last quarter, with spot prices plunging by more than 
13% within the short span of seven weeks.

SE ASIA PP TO BE WEIGHED DOWN BY NEW START-UPS

Trade tensions between US and China stoked volatility in 
the petrochemical markets in the later part of 2018, and 
the PP market was not spared. For most of Q4, demand in 
southeast Asia was in the doldrums.

Converters and end-users in southeast Asia were making 
procurements on a hand-to-mouth basis, opting to keep 
stocks lean amid concerns that spot prices may lose further 
ground in the weeks ahead.

Meanwhile, the market continues to grapple with fresh 
supply, with the start-up of Nghi Son Refinery and 
Petrochemical’s (NSRP) 400,000 tonne/year production 
unit in Vietnam and Lotte Chemical Titan’s 200,000 tonne/
year facility in Malaysia.

Availability of duty-exempted ASEAN origin cargoes in 
particular has lengthened considerably as a result, resulting 
in a narrower price gap between dutiable and non-dutiable 
PP cargoes in SE Asia; a trend that is likely to continue well 
into 2019.

The scheduled mid-2019 start-up of the Refinery and 
Petrochemical Integrated Development (RAPID) project 
in Malaysia’s southern state of Johor is expected to add a 
further 900,000 tonnes/year of PP capacity in the region.
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With the start-up of the new unit, Malaysia is expected to 
become a net PP exporter with a total production capacity 
of 1.54m tonnes/year by 2020, putting a massive dent on 
its demand for imports.

In Thailand, some local traders harboured concerns over 
political uncertainties surrounding the upcoming general 
election after four years of military rule which could have 
possible implications on the country’s economy.

The local market in Vietnam continues to struggle to 
achieve a new equilibrium with the start-up of NSRP’s new 
PP production unit. The producer’s main focus thus far has 
been on commodity homopolymer grades, leading to a 
reduced dependency on imports for commodity grades in 
the country.

In particular, Vietnam has seen very limited imports of 
Chinese origin PP cargoes.

Initially, there were expectations that new capacities in 
China may result in Chinese suppliers seeking to export 
more volumes to Vietnam.

However, NSRP’s start-up has led to increased price-
competition between locally-produced materials and 
imports within Vietnam, as new market players struggle to 
establish market share in the country.

Meanwhile, Indonesia is expected to see growing volumes 
of South Korean origin exports in 2019, in particular for 
copolymer grades; for which South Korean exporters enjoy 
duty-free status in Indonesia.

Throughout the past year, Indonesia has seen 
competitively-priced South Korean copolymer exports 
being offered in the country, exerting increasing pressure 
on ASEAN producers, whose cargoes are similarly exempt 
from duties in Indonesia.

While there are concerns that the increased availability may 
lead to an eroded price gap between dutiable and non-
dutiable copolymer prices, it is worth noting that the bulk 
of PP start-ups in China and southeast Asia have thus far 
been focused on mainly homopolymer grades.

Hence, some market players are hopeful that spreads 
between homopolymer and copolymer grades could be 
maintained, at least in the near term.
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Polypropylene (PP) markets in the Middle East will look 
to China for a clearer price direction in Q1 2019 as they 
grapple with a lacklustre macroeconomic environment.

It is anticipated that demand would pick up early in the 
year, propped by stronger restocking and this would lend 
support to improved offtake in early 2019.

Market sources also deem possible an increase in prices 
early in the year, propped by stronger uptake from China 
ahead of the Lunar New Year holiday.

The ability of Middle Eastern producers to realise higher 
netbacks in China would prompt them to raise prices 
across global markets, sources said.

The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and the East 
Mediterranean (East Med) have seen demand remain 
largely capped through much of 2018.

Demand started off stronger early in the year prompted by 
buyers looking to replenish stocks but soon tapered off in 
the run-up to Ramadan that began in May.

“Demand did not pick up even after the Eid ul-Fitr holiday 
that followed Ramadan, was dull through the summer 
months of July and August and winded down due to 

PLASTICS/POLYMERS 
POLYPROPYLENE (PP) – MIDDLE EAST

MIDDLE EASTERN PP MARKETS LOOK TO CHINA FOR DIRECTION

BY VEENA PATHARE  JANUARY 2019

destocking activities ahead of the year-end,” a UAE-based 
buyer said.

Lower crude oil prices have contributed to lower revenues 
for several countries within the region for whom oil exports 
forms the major chunk of incomes.

As a result, regional governments were obliged to take 
a tough stance on fiscal consolidation which included 
austerity measures, such as reduction in subsidies and 
cutbacks in spending.

Although these measures were enforced to bring in 
economic diversification in the longer term, they had a 
negative impact on domestic demand.

Saudi Arabia and UAE saw the introduction of the value 
added tax (VAT) in January 2018, that led to an overall 
increase in cost of goods and services within these 
countries.

Processors in Saudi Arabia also coped with higher 
operational costs resulting from higher taxes, and this 
curbed resin demand within the region.

The Saudi expat tax that came into effect in July 2017 also 
hampered finished goods demand in 2018.

Announced in 2016 as part of a drive to increase non-oil 
government revenue, the expat tax affected families as well 
as businesses as many foreigners sent their families home 
or left altogether, affecting demand for goods and services 
that served them.

In the UAE, the industrial packaging segment felt the 
effects of a slower economic performance in 2018, although 
demand from food packaging held largely stable.

“The population in the GCC is not growing, so demand 
for finished consumer goods within the region remains 
stagnant,” a UAE-based processor said.

Capacity utilisation at many processing units was also 
lower in 2018, as processors cut rates to account for lower 
demand, the processor added.
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2019 is poised to see an improvement in demand 
conditions, spurred by restocking activities early in the year.

Demand would possibly improve in 2019 as market players 
better adjust to the VAT tax regime, according to market 
sources.

The impact of the introduction of the VAT in Kuwait, 
Oman and Qatar is set to emerge in 2019, although 
these countries are yet to announce the date of the 
implementation.

The Kingdom of Bahrain was the third Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC) member state to introduce VAT in effect 
since 1 January.

Business conditions in the GCC are expected to improve in 
2019, brought in by expectations of oil prices stabilising at 
comfortable levels.

This would likely spur activity in key sectors such as 
construction and retail, thus propping demand for finished 
plastic goods.

Export-oriented markets such as Jordan may continue to 
face challenges in 2019, until the political and economic 
landscape in key markets of Syria and Iraq improve.

On 21 December, ICIS assessed PP raffia/injection prices 
in the GCC at $1,130-1,160/tonne CFR GCC, stable  the 
week before.

Raffia/injection prices in the East Med were at $1,090-
1,180/tonne CFR East Med, unchanged from the previous 
week, ICIS data showed.
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your planning 
•   Validate commercial and growth strategies

https://www.icis.com/explore/enquiry-petrochemicals-analytics-tools/?channel=chemicals&commodity=pp/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-Outlooks_analyticssolutions&sfid=7012X000001WS2t
https://www.icis.com/explore/enquire-about-icis-price-forecast-reports-and-forecast-windows/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-outlooks_priceforecast&sfid=7012X000001WS2o
https://www.icis.com/explore/services/analytics/supply-demand-data/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-outlooks_s&ddatabase&sfid=7012X000001WS2j
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PLASTICS/POLYMERS
POLYPROPYLENE (PP) – US

US PP INDUSTRY HOPES TO SEE REDUCED VOLATILITY

The US polypropylene (PP) industry is hoping to see 
reduced volatility in 2019, following a year marked by 
large price swings.

The high levels of volatility in the PP industry have been 
driven by similarly wide swings in upstream propylene 
costs. Most US PP contracts are formula-based and are set 
at polymer grade propylene (PGP) values plus an adder.

Propylene supply is likely to be less volatile in 2019.

More stable availability of the feedstock should lead to 
easing of PP supply concerns that were a prominent 
feature of the market in 2018. Supply problems were also 
caused by a number of unexpected plant issues and these 
are also unlikely to repeat in the coming year.

Improved supply could also help to rebalance international 
trade flows for PP.

In 2018 feedstock propylene experienced frequent supply 
shortages stemming from production issues at propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plants.

Lower crude oil prices are likely to lead to improved 
propylene supply. NYMEX WTI futures dipped sharply 
in the last two months of 2018 and cracking heavier 
feedstocks such as propane and butane becomes more 
economically advantageous in a low oil price environment.

Propylene is produced as a by-product of ethylene in steam 
crackers, and heavier feedstocks produce a larger volume 
of propylene co-product per unit of ethylene produced.

BY ZACHARY MOORE   JANUARY 2019
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PRICING AND ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS 

ICIS offers a unique combination of analytics 
tools, pricing data and market information for over 
180 commodities, across all key regions. These 
are designed to help you navigate and optimise 
opportunities along the automotive supply chain, 
making complex analytics simple for you to: 

•   Spot opportunities, minimise risk and pre-empt 
competition 

•   Shape future strategies and expand your 
opportunities 

•   Maintain a competitive advantage and negotiate 
better prices with other market players

Analytics tools for the petrochemical market 
include: 
3 Live Disruptions Tracker: Supply 
3 Live Disruptions Tracker: Impact 
3 Price Drivers Analytics 
3 Price Optimisation Analytics 
3 Margin Analytics 
3 Supply & Demand Outlooks
 

PRICE FORECAST REPORTS 

ICIS Price Forecast Reports support your short-to medium-term 
decision by providing a concise monthly outlook of prices, margins, 
capacity, supply and demand for the next 12 months – all in a single 
report. Price forecast reports can help you: 

•  Understand the market
•  Safeguard commercial decisions
•  Budget and plan

SUPPLY & DEMAND DATABASE 

Receive end-to-end perspectives across the global petrochemical 
supply chain for over 100 petrochemical commodities, across 160 
countries, with historical and projection data from 1978 to 2040. The 
database enables you to: 

•   Gain a mid- to long-term view of key automotive chemical markets 
•   Put the local or regional scenario in a global context to support 

your planning 
•   Validate commercial and growth strategies

https://www.icis.com/explore/enquiry-petrochemicals-analytics-tools/?channel=chemicals&commodity=pp/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-Outlooks_analyticssolutions&sfid=7012X000001WS2t
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High refinery operating rates should also help ensure a 
more stable supply of propylene. Strong demand for fuel 
exports to Mexico have kept refinery operating rates high in 
the US for the past several years and this trend is expected 
to continue into 2019.

Around half of US propylene is produced by fluid catalytic 
crackers (FCCs) as a by-product of gasoline production.

Shortages of domestic PP along with price volatility also 
lead to increased interest in imports from US buyers. 
While interest in overseas cargoes waned in the closing 
months of 2018 amid steep decreases in domestic PP 
prices, an increasing number of buyers are incorporating 
imports into their purchasing strategies to guard against 
domestic price volatility.

PP contract prices settled with either increases or 
decreases of 5 cents/lb ($110/tonne) or more in seven of 
the first 11 months of the year.
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PLASTICS/POLYMERS
POLYPROPYLENE (PP) LATIN AMERICA – US

LATIN AMERICA PP PRICES COULD FALL FURTHER IN 2019

Latin America polypropylene (PP) prices could continue to 
fall in the first quarter of 2019, under pressure from cheaper 
offers from Asia and the Middle East, and falling feedstock 
prices in benchmark US markets.

In South America offers from the Middle East and Asia 
gradually pushed regional producers to compete and prices 
eroded faster than in Mexico or Central America in 2018.

Argentina’s expectations for PP demand revival have been 
postponed well into 2019, when the economy is expected 
to rebound, led by agricultural exports. A strong currency 
devaluation caused the very low demand experienced in 
the second half of 2018.

Local market participants do not envision a quick recovery, 
because inflation and high interest rates are discouraging 
credit sales. The local producer concentrated efforts in 
Brazil, the country that offered the best netback.

Brazil received high volumes of PP from Colombia too, in 
addition to material from the Middle East.

Braskem, the sole PP producer in Brazil, soon reduced 
prices for all grades in November and December. Demand 
softened with the year-end holidays and with production 
closures by transformers.

Market players in Brazil expect this situation to continue 

BY GEORGE MARTIN   JANUARY 2019
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PRICING AND ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS 

ICIS offers a unique combination of analytics 
tools, pricing data and market information for over 
180 commodities, across all key regions. These 
are designed to help you navigate and optimise 
opportunities along the automotive supply chain, 
making complex analytics simple for you to: 

•   Spot opportunities, minimise risk and pre-empt 
competition 

•   Shape future strategies and expand your 
opportunities 

•   Maintain a competitive advantage and negotiate 
better prices with other market players

Analytics tools for the petrochemical market 
include: 
3 Live Disruptions Tracker: Supply 
3 Live Disruptions Tracker: Impact 
3 Price Drivers Analytics 
3 Price Optimisation Analytics 
3 Margin Analytics 
3 Supply & Demand Outlooks
 

PRICE FORECAST REPORTS 

ICIS Price Forecast Reports support your short-to medium-term 
decision by providing a concise monthly outlook of prices, margins, 
capacity, supply and demand for the next 12 months – all in a single 
report. Price forecast reports can help you: 

•  Understand the market
•  Safeguard commercial decisions
•  Budget and plan

SUPPLY & DEMAND DATABASE 

Receive end-to-end perspectives across the global petrochemical 
supply chain for over 100 petrochemical commodities, across 160 
countries, with historical and projection data from 1978 to 2040. The 
database enables you to: 

•   Gain a mid- to long-term view of key automotive chemical markets 
•   Put the local or regional scenario in a global context to support 

your planning 
•   Validate commercial and growth strategies

https://www.icis.com/explore/enquiry-petrochemicals-analytics-tools/?channel=chemicals&commodity=pp/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-Outlooks_analyticssolutions&sfid=7012X000001WS2t
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in the first quarter, although with some improvement in 
January demand derived from low inventories in the chain.

Jair Bolsonaro, the new president as of 1 January, has 
spurred expectations of economic improvement in Brazil, 
but actual changes may not be visible until March. This 
means that January and February demand will be uncertain 
while feedstock prices are slipping.

In Chile, PP prospects remain bearish for 2019, when 
shipments from Vietnam, the Middle East and India could 
force further price reductions in the Pacific coast of South 
America. This situation will be replicated in Peru, Ecuador 
and Colombia.

Prices in Mexico have shown some staying power, with 
tight volumes in the US Gulf, which provides the main 
competition in Mexico. Producer Indelpro maintained high 
prices for most of December, citing low inventories, but 
this situation will be hard to sustain in the first quarter.

Crude oil prices could be a factor of change in 2019, if OPEC 
members and other producers are willing to cut oil production.

PP prices declined gradually at the end of 2018, in part 
because feedstock propylene prices have declined, as 
propane dehydrogenation (PDH) plants stabilise operations.

November propylene contracts in the US Gulf were the 
catalyst with a 10 cent/lb ($220/tonne) decline that led the 
way for more discounts in December.

Brazilian PP margins have remained high despite recent price 

reductions and remain at the highest levels of the last 12 months.

Source: ICIS
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BY JONATHAN CHOU  JANUARY 2019

POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PVC) – ASIA

Sustained demand in India for polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
and increased safety concerns in China are likely to lend 
support to firmer prices in the first quarter of 2019.

In 2018, PVC prices saw a downturn in May and June due 
to ample supply from US cargoes. Prices recovered slightly 
and then fell again in late September amid depreciating 
Asian currencies caused by the US-China trade war, as 
well as continued supply from the US.

For the week ended 21 December, average prices of multi-
purpose PVC remained stable at $880/tonne CFR China, 
reflecting scant discussions.

PVC material headed to southeast Asia were assessed at 
an average of $867.50/tonne CFR SE Asia, as some sellers 
reduced their January-loading indications amid a year-end 
seasonal lull in demand.

The trade war between US and China certainly affected 
the PVC market in 2018. In late August, tariffs on 
25% kicked in on US shipments of precursor ethylene 
dichloride (EDC) to China.

US EDC export volumes into Asia also fell last year, as 
US producers kept their volumes for captive use into 
PVC production.

Tariffs of 10% were imposed by the US on finished goods 
containing PVC from China in late September. While these 

ASIA PVC LIKELY TO BE STABLE-TO-FIRM IN Q1

tariffs were scheduled to rise to 25% on 01 January 2019, 
the hikes were delayed by 90 days as both countries enter 
talks to resolve the dispute.

Despite the temporary truce, outcomes of the US-China 
trade war still remain unclear, and continues to weigh on 
sentiments in the region.

In China, ongoing safety inspections ordered by the 
government are likely to continue, affecting production 
rates in the country.

The increased safety concerns come after an accident 
in late November near a carbide-based PVC producer in 
Hebei. The blast caused 23 fatalities, and was caused by a 
leakage of flammable vinyl chloride.

While around 80% of Chinese producers are carbide-based 
and get their feedstock from limestone and coke, market 
sources say both carbide-based and ethylene-based 
producers are affected by the ongoing inspections.

This may lend support to higher prices amid tighter supply 
in the country.

Apart from China, India was another key player in the Asian 
PVC market last year, and both countries will continue to 
play instrumental roles in 2019.

Sentiments in India were particularly affected by the rupee 
devaluation against the US dollar in 2018, caused by the 
US-China trade war.

On the other hand, the south Asian country’s economy is 
expected to grow at 7.5% in fiscal year 2019/20, reflecting 
robust private consumption and strengthening investment, 
according to the World Bank. Overall demand for PVC is 
likely to strengthen on infrastructure demand and housing 
projects.

Nevertheless, any currency headwinds will continue 
to be a potential disruptive force on India’s buying 
sentiment this year.

Southeast Asian importers are expected to be monitoring the 
Chinese market as well. When Chinese domestic prices are 
higher than import prices, very limited or no Chinese cargoes 
will be exported. Buyers in southeast Asia then have to 
source for other alternatives, typically at higher prices.

PLASTICS/POLYMERS

Source: ICIS
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BY ZIN XUAN HO  JANUARY 2019

INDIA PVC DEMAND TO RECOVER IN Q1 ON AGRICULTURAL PIPES

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) demand in India is expected to 
improve in early 2019 in view of the peak season for pipe 
laying in the region.

Traditionally stronger demand for pipes from the agricultural 
sector is expected to support prices during Q1 2019.

In 2018, the market saw seasonal demand in Q1 while 
prices were largely stable from May to September after 
which prices declined owing to poor demand in the wake of 
an extended monsoon season.

Lower crop prices for the year also affected PVC sales as 
farmers were cautious with investments due to a tighter 
cash flow.

The US-China trade war has also impacted the market, 
with the US dollar-Indian rupee exchange rate reaching all-
time lows in the year.

This caused Indian buyers to be sidelined for most of the 
year, opting only to buy as-needed from domestic suppliers 
where possible to recoup margins.

The low interest in imports and excess supply prompted 
many producers to decrease offers, resulting in an all-year 
low price in November 2018.

However, players believe the prices had bottomed out in 
mid-December, and demand is slowly improving ahead of 
the seasonal peak starting in January.

The Indian PVC market is now poised for a recovery, as 
players believe activity should increase in the new year.

About 70 per cent of the total demand for PVC in India 
comes from the pipes sector as PVC is widely used in 
the manufacture of underground irrigation and water 
distribution pipes.

The remaining 30% of demand comes from the 
construction sector where PVC is used to manufacture 
films, profiles, insulation and in calendaring applications.

The first quarter of 2019 is expected to see better sales and 
higher demand, although a slowdown is expected ahead of 
the the upcoming elections in April.

In the Middle East, trends for the Gulf Cooperation Council 
(GCC) and East Mediterranean (East Med) were similar.

The region saw an uptick in demand in the beginning of the 
year, from stock replenishing activities.

There was a fall from March to May, as demand dwindled, 
but slowly recovered and prices were mostly stable from 
June to September.

The market then saw a dip in prices as demand tapered off 
amid an unexpectedly weak Q3.

Exporters reduced offers in a bid to attract buyers, but the 
majority of the region’s buyers were well-supplied by a local 
producer and said they saw no need to order import cargo 
given higher prices and longer delivery times.

Inventories were high due to limited demand for finished 
PVC pipes, and buyers were mostly purchasing only on an 
as-needed basis, from a major domestic producer, whose 
prices were deemed more competitive.

Much of the demand for PVC in the Middle East comes 
from the construction sector where PVC is used for 
making pipes.

Last year, Dubai approved the biggest ever budget for 
2018, to ramp up infrastructure spending ahead of Expo 
2020, which was expected to give a push to demand for 
PVC within the UAE from 2018 onwards.

Contrary to expectations, demand was dull for much of 2018.

While the region saw traditional market lulls in the months 
of the Ramadan and Eid ul-Fitr holidays, much of the weak 
sentiment was attributed to the US-China trade wars, which 
prompted most players to remain cautious about volume 
import purchases.
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this did not happen as the ongoing trade war weakened 
market sentiment, increasing cautiousness in the way 
players approached purchasing.

US-origin cargoes were deemed too expensive for the 
majority of the buyers and offers attracted limited interest 
for much of the year.

Other offers from Europe and Asia were met with 
similarly weak interest, in view of higher prices and 
longer delivery windows.

Market sources conceded that the cash flow issues 
plaguing the region in recent years also contributed to the 
lack of demand for PVC in the region as investments in 
construction slowed.

Looking ahead, demand in the region is not expected to 
show great improvement in the near future, considering the 
limited market for finished goods.

This is because the region continues to be affected by slow 
investments in construction, cash flow issues, and high 
prices of imports.

While the market expected rehabilitation efforts following 
wars in Syria and Iraq to drive construction and building 
activity, thereby supporting greater PVC demand in 2018, 
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PRICING AND ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS 

ICIS offers a unique combination of analytics 
tools, pricing data and market information for over 
180 commodities, across all key regions. These 
are designed to help you navigate and optimise 
opportunities along the automotive supply chain, 
making complex analytics simple for you to: 

•   Spot opportunities, minimise risk and pre-empt 
competition 

•   Shape future strategies and expand your 
opportunities 

•   Maintain a competitive advantage and negotiate 
better prices with other market players

Analytics tools for the petrochemical market 
include: 
3 Live Disruptions Tracker: Supply 
3 Live Disruptions Tracker: Impact 
3 Price Drivers Analytics 
3 Price Optimisation Analytics 
3 Margin Analytics 
3 Supply & Demand Outlooks
 

PRICE FORECAST REPORTS 

ICIS Price Forecast Reports support your short-to medium-term 
decision by providing a concise monthly outlook of prices, margins, 
capacity, supply and demand for the next 12 months – all in a single 
report. Price forecast reports can help you: 

•  Understand the market
•  Safeguard commercial decisions
•  Budget and plan

SUPPLY & DEMAND DATABASE 

Receive end-to-end perspectives across the global petrochemical 
supply chain for over 100 petrochemical commodities, across 160 
countries, with historical and projection data from 1978 to 2040. The 
database enables you to: 

•   Gain a mid- to long-term view of key automotive chemical markets 
•   Put the local or regional scenario in a global context to support 

your planning 
•   Validate commercial and growth strategies
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Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) demand in India is expected to 
improve in early 2019 in view of the peak season for pipe 
laying in the region.

Traditionally stronger demand for pipes from the agricultural 
sector is expected to support prices during Q1 2019.

In 2018, the market saw seasonal demand in Q1 while 
prices were largely stable from May to September after 
which prices declined owing to poor demand in the wake of 
an extended monsoon season.

Lower crop prices for the year also affected PVC sales as 
farmers were cautious with investments due to a tighter 
cash flow. The US-China trade war has also impacted the 
market, with the US dollar-Indian rupee exchange rate 
reaching all-time lows in the year.

This caused Indian buyers to be sidelined for most of the 
year, opting only to buy as-needed from domestic suppliers 
where possible to recoup margins. The low interest in 
imports and excess supply prompted many producers 
to decrease offers, resulting in an all-year low price in 
November 2018.

However, players believe the prices had bottomed out in 
mid-December, and demand is slowly improving ahead 
of the seasonal peak starting in January. The Indian PVC 
market is now poised for a recovery, as players believe 
activity should increase in the coming months.

About 70% of the total demand for PVC in India comes from 
the pipes sector as PVC is widely used in the manufacture 
of underground irrigation and water distribution pipes. 
The remaining 30 percent of demand comes from the 
construction sector where PVC is used to manufacture films, 
profiles, insulation and in calendaring applications.

The first quarter of 2019 is expected to see better sales and 
higher demand, although a slowdown is expected ahead 
of the the upcoming elections in April. In the Middle East, 
trends for the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and East 
Mediterranean (East Med) were similar.

The region saw an uptick in demand in the beginning of the 

PLASTICS/POLYMERS 
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PVC) – MIDDLE EAST

INDIA, MIDDLE EAST PVC DEMAND TO RECOVER IN Q1 ON AGRICULTURAL PIPES

BY ZHI XUAN HO  JANUARY 2019 year, from stock replenishing activities. There was a fall from 
March to May, as demand dwindled, but slowly recovered 
and prices were mostly stable from June to September.

The market then saw a dip in prices as demand tapered off 
amid an unexpectedly weak Q3. Exporters reduced offers 
in a bid to attract buyers, but the majority of the region’s 
buyers were well-supplied by a local producer and said 
they saw no need to order import cargo given higher prices 
and longer delivery times.

Inventories were high due to limited demand for finished 
PVC pipes, and buyers were mostly purchasing only on an 
as-needed basis, from a major domestic producer, whose 
prices were deemed more competitive.

Much of the demand for PVC in the Middle East comes 
from the construction sector where PVC is used for 
making pipes.

Last year, Dubai approved the biggest ever budget for 
2018, to ramp up infrastructure spending ahead of Expo 
2020, which was expected to give a push to demand 
for PVC within the UAE from 2018 onwards. Contrary to 
expectations, demand was dull for much of 2018.

While the region saw traditional market lulls in the months 
of the Ramadan and Eid ul-Fitr holidays, much of the weak 
sentiment was attributed to the US-China trade wars, which 
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prompted most players to remain cautious about volume 
import purchases.

US-origin cargoes were deemed too expensive for the 
majority of the buyers and offers attracted limited interest 
for much of the year. Other offers from Europe and Asia 
were met with similarly weak interest, in view of higher 
prices and longer delivery windows.

Market sources conceded that the cash flow issues 
plaguing the region in recent years also contributed to the 
lack of demand for PVC in the region as investments in 
construction slowed.

Looking ahead, demand in the region is not expected to 
show great improvement in the near future, considering the 
limited market for finished goods.

This is because the region continues to be affected by slow 
investments in construction, cash flow issues, and high 
prices of imports.

While the market was expected to recover to a certain 
extent following wars in Syria and Iraq to drive construction 
and building activity, thereby supporting greater PVC 

demand in 2018, this did not happen as the ongoing trade 
war weakened market sentiment, increasing cautiousness 
in the way players approached purchasing.
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PLASTICS/POLYMERS
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PVC) – US

PVC WATCHES FOR TRADE PERIL AMID AMPLE OPPORTUNITY AND EXPANSION

The US polyvinyl chloride (PVC) market is watching the 
trade threats between China and the US for signs of 
potential market disruption in 2019 as ethylene integration 
continues at US plants and capacity additions loom.

The US market has enjoyed growth in production and 
sales in 2018 despite the threats traded between the two 
countries. Even during the trade worries, the industry has 
enjoyed production and demand growth during the past year 
and expects 2019 to provide more.

Shintech, Formosa Plastics and Westlake Chemical have 
incremental production capacity expansions on the horizon, 
Westlake’s being the one expected to come on line during 
the year, though when exactly during the year, is not clear.

China is the second-largest export market for US PVC. But 
most of the US material shipped to the region is transformed 
into finished goods and re-exported, avoiding the tariffs now 
in place.

But the US has threatened to increase the tariffs on goods 
from China to 25%, a move that has been called off in early 
December as a stimulant to continue trade talks between the 
two countries.

US producers have said that they trade war thus far has not 
materially harmed the industry or caused major trade flow 
disruptions.

“However, these tariffs will have an impact on the industry 

BY BILL BOWEN   JANUARY 2019
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That is good news for Westlake, which expects to add 
capacity in 2019 at its Geismar plant later in the yearm, 
perhaps during the third quarter.

Shintech and Westlake both plan to launch ethane crackers 
in early 2019 to further back integrate to ethane feedstock.

Those moves are in line with the current conventional 
wisdom that inexpensive US ethane will continue to give 
US producers a significant production-cost advantage for 
feedstocks as well as power.

US producers expect that European producers will cut back 
production and shut older production capacity, giving the 
US producers greater freedom to meet their aspiration to 
become suppliers to global markets.

The US and Canada exported exported 33% domestic 
production through the first three quarters of 2018, or 
about 1.87m tonnes, according to the American Chemistry 
Council and Vault Consulting.

That proportion is expected to increase in 2019.

Major US PVC producers include Shintech, Westlake 
Chemical, OxyVinyls and Formosa Plastics.
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and our business in 2019 if they continue on their current 
path,” Steve Bender, chief financial officer for Westlake 
Chemical told equities analysts in November. “On the 
other hand, if we see trade tensions in tariffs ease, it will 
be broadly positive for global trade, our industry, and our 
business.”

Beneath the tariff threat to market tranquility lies a solid 
outlook for US construction prospects.

US non-residential construction spending grew by 4.7% 
in 2018, according to mid-year estimates, but is expected 
to grow 4% in 2019, according to the American Institute 
of Architects.

Housing starts for single-family use are expected to decline 
slightly, to 815,000 starts, but still almost level with the 
2018 level, according to Dodge Data and Analytics.

Growing headwinds for construction, including rising 
interest rates and higher material costs, have been largely 
offset by corporate tax relief and a tighter employment 
market, Robert Murray, chief economist for Dodge said 
earlier in the fourth quarter.
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Argentina’s currency market has recently shown more 
stability following an agreement on a $50bn credit line from 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF). However, domestic 
prices for services and fuel have continued to rise, while 
the population’s purchasing power decreased, deepening 
the country’s recession.

Low activity is expected in the first quarter in Argentina, 
and possibly even the next two quarters, as a result of 
high interest rates, which are discouraging investment and 
consumption. The benchmark interest rate in Argentina 
stands above 60%.

The IMF has published GDP growth projections by 
country in its World Economic Outlook of October 2018. 
The following table shows GDP forecasts for the western 
hemisphere.

GDP growth projections are likely to reflect activity in 
different countries. Particularly strong growth is projected 

PLASTICS/POLYMERS 
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PVC) LATIN AMERICA – US

PVC MARKETS TO REMAIN SOFT IN LATIN AMERICA

Latin America polyvinyl chloride (PVC) prices, whether 
domestic, export or import, are expected to remain soft into 
the first quarter of 2019, driven by regional weak demand 
on seasonality, weaker prices for feedstock ethylene in the 
US and declining crude values.

Although Taiwan’s Formosa Plastics Corp (FPC) 
announced increases of $20/tonne in December and $20-
30/tonne in January for PVC in Asia, the hikes came after 
two consecutive declines: the first one in October at $90/
tonne and the second in November at $30/tonne.

Price changes in Asia generally suggest direction in 
Latin America, although the amount of the fluctuation 
may vary from that in Asia, and may occur at a lag. In 
Latin America, PVC industry participants saw some price 
erosion in December despite the announced hike in Asia, 
compensating for the modest regional softness in previous 
months compared with the steep drops in Asia.

PVC prices in Latin America are not likely to rise in the 
short term because of decreasing demand in line with 
seasonality and Carnival holidays in early March. During 
this period, vacations tend to dampen business activity.

Business in Argentina and in Brazil has remained below 
expectations for the past couple of years, as the two 
countries gradually recover from their respective recessions 
of 2016. Participants in both countries had initially projected 
speedier economic improvement.

General demand in Venezuela is minimal. Domestic 
producer Pequiven has not produced PVC for months. 
To import resin is difficult, as foreign currency to pay for 
imports is not readily available. Some businesses started 
year-end vacations as early as mid-November, for the lack 
of activity.

Dampening the recovery in Argentina, the country 
experienced a major currency devaluation in mid-2018. 

TAIWAN’S FPC PRICE CHANGES ($/TONNE) IN 2018

 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

CFR CMP +20 r/o -90 -30 +20 +20

FOB NE Asia +20 r/o -90 -30 +20 +30

BY LULY STEPHENS & RON COIFMAN   JANUARY 2019

GDP GROWTH IN LATIN AMERICA

Real GDP

Projections

2017 2018 2019

North America

United States 2.2 2.9 2.5

Canada 3.0 2.1 2.0

Mexico 2.0 2.2 2.5

South America

Brazil 1.0 1.4 2.4

Argentina 2.9 -2.6 -1.6

Colombia 1.8 2.8 3.6

Venezuela -14.0 -18.0 -5.0

Chile 1.5 4.0 3.4

Peru 2.5 4.1 4.1

Ecuador 2.4 1.1 0.7

Bolivia 4.2 4.3 4.2

Uruguay 2.7 2.0 3.2

Paraguay 4.8 4.4 4.2

Latin American and 
the Caribbean 1.3 1.2 2.2

Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Economic Outlook, October 2018 
(annual percentage change)
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for Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay and Peru. Critical conditions 
are expected to continue in Venezuela, while Argentina’s 
recovery is projected to remain slow.

Contributing to economic uncertainty, a heavy election 
calendar was scheduled in Latin America in 2018:

■ Brazil – 7 October, second round 28 October

■ Colombia – 17 June

■ Mexico – 1 July

■ Venezuela – 20 May

Business usually slows in anticipation of an election, or 
until a president-elect takes office and new policies are 
established. Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador (AMLO) took 
office in Mexico on 1 December, while Jair Bolsonaro 
took office in Brazil on 1 January. The policies the new 
presidents might follow remain unclear. In Mexico, 
the announced cancellation of Mexico City’s airport 
construction has dampened market sentiment and driven 
the peso to weaken against the US dollar. Business 

LATIN AMERICA PVC PRICES 
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participants protested AMLO’s decision to discontinue the 
already started construction of the airport.

PVC producers in Latin America are Braskem, Mexichem, 
Pequiven and Unipar.

https://www.icis.com/explore/enquiry-petrochemicals-analytics-tools/?channel=chemicals&commodity=pp/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-Outlooks_analyticssolutions&sfid=7012X000001WS2t
https://www.icis.com/explore/enquire-about-icis-price-forecast-reports-and-forecast-windows/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-outlooks_priceforecast&sfid=7012X000001WS2o
https://www.icis.com/explore/services/analytics/supply-demand-data/?cmpid=ILC%7CCHEM%7CCHCOM-2019-01-Automotive-outlooks_s&ddatabase&sfid=7012X000001WS2j


To talk to someone about price forecast reports call the numbers below
Asia-Pacific Europe, Africa and Middle East The Americas
Tel: +65 6789 8828 Tel: +44 20 8652 3335 Tel: +1 713 525 2600 or Toll free: +1 888 525 3255 (US and Canada only)

ICIS price forecast reports
Supply, demand and price trends at a glance

ICIS price forecast reports provide a clear view of prices and supply and demand trends for the next 12 months.* 
Packed with vital information, the report includes everything you need to assess where the market is heading and 
how this will impact the automotive supply chain.

How price forecast reports can help you
n  Understand the market
Use ICIS price forecast reports to understand where 
the market is heading and identify the risks and the 
opportunities for your business. What are the major 
demand developments for your product?

 
n  Safeguard commercial decisions
Use market information to make better-informed 
business decisions relating to supply and demand. 
Learn about changes in market capacities. What 
factors will affect supply for you?

 
n  Budgeting and planning
Whether you are planning how much you will be 
spending in the short term or medium term, use the 
price forecast reports to help assess future prices 
for your product. How will the price of your product 
fluctuate over the next 12 months?

Price forecast reports 
currently available

*Next six months for methanol
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ISOCYANATES (MDI & TDI) – ASIA

Toluene di-isocyanate (TDI) prices in Asia are expected 
to be soft as weak demand is expected to continue in the 
early months of 2019.

In 2018, TDI prices in Asia hit fresh all-time highs and then 
reversed direction from around mid-year to then fall to two-
year lows by the fourth quarter of the year.

In the week ended 20 December, import prices in 
southeast Asia also hit their 2018 lows at $2,100/tonne 
CFR SE Asia while import prices in China also traded 
similar levels. These were the lowest prices for TDI in 
Asia since May 2016.

ASIA TDI SOFTENING ON STABLE DEMAND OUTPACED BY SUPPLY

POLYURETHANE CHAIN

These two events together combined to drag TDI prices down 
from the highs they traded at around $4,650/tonne CFR, the 
highest on record since ICIS began tracking these prices.

In 2019, further pressure could be forthcoming as 
producers such as Hanwha and OCI have resumed 
production after undergoing regular maintenance 
shutdowns in November and December.

More supply is expected this year with Wanhua Chemical’s 
300,000 tonnes/year TDI plant in Shandong province having 
started production in October with on-spec production 
expected to have been achieved by the end of 2018.

Given the current downtrend in TDI prices in China and the 
rest of Asia, it would be generally fair to assume Wanhua’s 
new supply could contribute to further declines in prices there.

But the Middle East is a much smaller market for TDI and it 
is unlikely that Wanhua would allocate significant volumes 
to the region just yet.

More declines could be expected in the weeks ahead as the 
anticipated peak demand season usually seen in the months 
of October and November was hugely disappointing for 
producers as prices continued to slide and buyers remained 
on the sidelines, buying only on needs basis.

China’s domestic yuan-denominated TDI prices are 
coming off as demand continues to languish, prompting 
sellers to moderate offers in a bid to close more sales 
and move cargoes.

To date, products from the new plant have yet to be verified 
but stocks among domestic traders have been replenished 
since November.

And as downstream requirements failed to recover in 
tandem, traders are again now “feeling the heat from 
mounting inventory pressures to sell more aggressively”, a 
TDI maker in China said.

If sales continue to languish, it is likely “prices could drop 
further in coming weeks”, an end-user said, adding that this 
means he is in no hurry to book fresh cargoes at yet.
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Isocyanates TDI CFR China and Hong Kong Assessment 
Main Ports Spot 0-6 Weeks Full Market Range (Mid) 

In 2018, TDI supply received a boost with the entry of 
Saudi Arabia’s Sadara Chemical Co. into the TDI supply 
chain in the first quarter of 2018.

The company can produce 400,000 tonnes/year of 
methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) and polyether 
polyols and 200,000 tonnes/year of TDI.

Sadara’s TDI were heard to have been sold in Asia and in 
many parts of the Middle East and Africa as well.

Also in 2018, BASF installed a new reactor at its 
Ludwigshafen plant and resumed TDI output from its 
300,000 tonnes/year plant in Germany.
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As long as buyers’ confidence stays low, market 
participants said that pricing sentiment for TDI is unlikely 
to strengthen much in the near term. The following chart 
shows the spread between feedstock against TDI prices. 
They show a narrowing spread between the costs of 
feedstock and the prices of isocyanates, reflecting the weak 
demand and hence the recent downtrend in isocyanates 
prices.

Similarly, in other parts of Asia, TDI import prices into 
southeast Asia and India have essentially been dropping by 
$50-100/tonne on a weekly basis over the last few months 
as sellers dropped offers to stimulate buying interest.

Cumulatively, import prices into southeast Asia, for 
instance, have already lost over 10% since end October, 
settling at average of $2,200/tonne CFR (cost & freight) 
southeast Asia on 5 December, according to ICIS data.

The situation in India is no better either, as prices there 
moved in line with those in southeast Asia.

Demand in southeast Asia and India is “paltry”, a trader 
said, as off-take from various key applications like foam or 
automotive has been much slower than expected.

Even if they may have any import requirements, regional 
end-users’ buying ideas for fresh TDI cargoes are 
“disproportionately bearish”, a regional trader lamented.

Most TDI buyers remain convinced that with supply 
expected to increase further in China, possibly by early 
2019, the ensuing length in supply would further suppress 
domestic prices in China, as well as drag US dollar-
denominated pricing lower too.

Critical market data, tools & expertise
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POLYURETHANE CHAIN  
ISOCYANATES (MDI & TDI) – US

US ISOCYANATE FACING DOWNWARD PRESSURE ON LENGTHENING SUPPLY

Dynamics in the US and global isocyanate markets have 
changed drastically over the past year, with the persistent 
supply tightness that faced the markets at the beginning 
of 2018 giving way to ample supply heading into the start 
of 2019.

Supply for both toluene di-isocyanate (TDI) and polymeric 
methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (PMDI) is expected to 
remain sufficient throughout the first half of 2019, with 
tightness in TDI expected to linger for the full year.

Monomeric MDI (MMDI) supply has been tight throughout 
2018 on healthy growth in demand for this product as well 
as lack of new capacity. Supply is expected to remain 
constrained through the early months of 2019.

TDI supplies remained tight through the first half of 
2018 but the second half of the year saw a shift from a 
tight market to an oversupplied market. BASF resumed 
full production at its 300,000 tonnes/year TDI plant in 
Ludwigshafen, Germany, in the summer of 2018, while 
Wanhua started up a new 300,000 tonnes/year TDI plant 
in Yantai, China, towards the end of the year.

These two plants account for more than 15% of global TDI 
capacity.

These capacity additions along with some demand 
destruction following the significant run-up in prices in 2017 
has resulted in significant declines in TDI prices during the 
second half of 2018, with prices expected to remain under 

BY ZACHARY MOORE   JANUARY 2019
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a slow season during the winter months owing to the 
seasonal slowdown in the construction sector during the 
winter months in the northern hemisphere.

Globally, MDI demand is growing at a faster rate than TDI 
demand, suggesting that the MDI market may see a return 
to balanced to tight conditions before the TDI market. 
Some North American participants anticipate that PMDI 
supplies may begin to tighten again later in 2019 in line with 
increasing consumption.
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downward pressure in the early months of 2019.

North American TDI supply has been long through the 
second half of the year and no major change is anticipated 
in supply and demand balances in 2019. Some recent plant 
issues in Europe may help stabilise TDI availability at least 
through the early months of 2019.

PMDI supply is also anticipated to remain sufficient at least 
through the early months of 2019.

Asian exporters have maintained elevated allocations to 
North America as demand and pricing for PMDI have been 
more favourable in North America than in Asia for almost all 
of 2018 and this dynamic is expected to remain in place in 
2019.

Trade tensions between the US and China may limit 
imported MDI supplies as the tariff on Chinese MDI is set to 
rise from 10% to 25% in January unless the US and China 
can successfully negotiate a new trade deal.

As China is by far the largest exporter of MDI to the US, 
any disruption to Chinese imports may alter supply and 
demand balances in North America.

MMDI supply has improved but will remain constrained at 
least in the early months of 2019.

MMDI demand is highly seasonal and typically enters 
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BY PAVLE POPOVIC  JANUARY 2019

POLYURETHANE CHAIN   
ISOCYANATES (MDI AND TDI) & POLYOLS – EUROPE

EUROPE ISOCYANATES, POLYOLS FIXED ON DEMAND AS OVERCAPACITY 
HAUNTS MARKETS  

Demand levels will be of prime interest to European 
isocyanates and polyols market participants in 2019 after 
optimistic conditions for 2018 were dampened.

The addition of new capacities in 2019 for methylene 
diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) and toluene di-isocyanate 
(TDI) will also add some pressure to those markets.

Low consumption for crude MDI and TDI followed a 
firmer trend for both markets in 2017 that led end users to 
purchase competing downstream products instead.

Pricing consequently dropped for much of 2018, with the  
polymeric MDI (PMDI) contract price mid-point specifically 
softening in November to the lowest level assessed since 
April 2010.

Although polyols contract prices were often flat in 2018, 
order book volumes were low in the market for much of the 
year as well.

This was as polyols produces flex foam in combination 
with TDI, and the rise in price for the latter product reduced 
purchasing interest for the derivative.

“Normally, January is one of our strongest months ... But, 
for the moment we don’t see additional orders [for January 

2019],” said an isocyanates and polyols buyer.

Isocyanates market participants originally expected that a 
drop in contract pricing would elicit a boost in demand.

However, this had not happened by the end of 2018 and 
expectations as to when consumption could revert for all 
three products are unclear, with uncertainty likely to stay for 
some time.

“You see that the final consumer is not buying too much ... 
The situation is a high level of uncertainty for the coming 
months,” said a polyols supplier.

Producers began to point at their margins and indicated 
that the downwards price trend for isocyanates and flatter 
pricing for polyols was making their business difficult.

In the TDI market particularly sources conceded that global 
oversupply could open the market to more volatility.

Furthermore, such structural length may prove a dominant 
topic in 2019 once again.

Sources said China’s Wanhua Chemical was set to reach 
on-spec production at its 300,000 tonne/year TDI Yantai 
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Critical market data, tools & expertise

plant by late 2018 or early 2019, which would only add to 
overcapacity.

Moreover, further supply is coming online in all three 
markets globally in 2019.

German producer Covestro, for example, is scheduled to 
convert an idled TDI plant into a MDI facility at Brunsbuttel.

This will double MDI capacity at Covestro’s Brunsbuttel site 
to 400,000 tonnes/year.

All these additions to supply only make demand levels 
more crucial to future pricing discussions.

MDI is used mainly in polyurethane (PU) foams. Rigid 
foams are mostly used in construction, refrigeration, 
packaging and insulation.

TDI is mainly used for the production of PU flexible foams 
used in upholstery, mattresses and automotive seats.

EUROPE POLYOLS AND PROPYLENE PRICING

Feb-2018 Dec-2018

Source: ICIS
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PRICING AND ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS 
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It has been yet another tumultuous 2018 for the isocyanates 
in the Asia and the Middle East and 2019 is likely to see 
further volatility with prices expected to remain under 
pressure at the start of the new year.

In the Middle East, polymeric methylene diphenyl 
diisocyanate (PMDI) prices started 2018 already under 
downward pressure after the highs traded in October 2017.

Within the first three months of 2018, PMDI prices in the 
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) lost about 15% of their 
value and the decline continued into Q2.

The trend was mirrored to some extent by import values in 
China and SE (southeast) Asia with prices there also under 
pressure through 2018 although China’s import prices have 
been more volatile.

Taking prices in the GCC as representative of the broader 
Middle East region, PMDI prices started 2018 around 
$3,250/tonne CFR (cost & freight) GCC and then declined 
to $2,750 CFR GCC by end-March.

POLYURETHANE CHAIN  
ISOCYANATES (PMDI) – MIDDLE EAST

ASIA, MIDDLE EAST PMDI TO REMAIN UNDER PRESSURE

BY AI TENG LIM & IZHAM AHMAD  JANUARY 2019

Since August, PMDI prices in the GCC continued to decline 
at a slightly faster pace before trading down to $1,475/
tonne CFR GCC in the week ended 13 December, the 
lowest level seen in 2018.

In terms of supply in the Middle East, there are essentially 
two main producers of MDI, namely Karoon Petrochemical 
Co. in Iran, with a nameplate capacity of 40,000 tonnes/
year, and Sadara Chemical in Saudi Arabia, with an annual 
capacity of 400,000 tonnes/year.

Both these MDI plants are believed to be running but 
operating rates are not publicly available.

Sadara’s entry into the supply chain in 2017 has had 
minimal impact on prices.

PMDI prices in the GCC were under downward pressure 
through the latter half of 2018 but most players said this was 
largely tracking a broader downtrend in prices in China.

“Supply is sufficient and demand is stable,” said a source 
in the Middle East. “End-users are waiting for prices to 
decline further.”

Toward the end of 2018, the decline in prices slowed as 
Wanhua Chemical started maintenance at its MDI plants 
in Ningbo.

Also around the same time, Kumhoi Mitsui’s plant in Yeosu, 
South Korea, also encountered some difficulties, which 
have sporadically persisted through the month.

In the GCC, PMDI demand has generally been soft amid 
broader slowdown in economic activity in the region.

Despite the reduced availability starting from around 
November 2018, prices are not expected to see a 
significant boost in the early months of 2019 as demand 
has not shown signs of any major recovery.

Elsewhere in the Middle East region, 2018 was also an 
important year for Iran, as the US decided in May to 
withdraw from the nuclear deal Iran signed with six other 
global powers in 2015.
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Between May and the full implementation of fresh sanctions 
in November, PMDI imports to Iran appear to have thinned 
out significantly.

Some key Asian suppliers said they had suspended dealings 
with Iranian customers due to increased restrictions over 
financial transactions with Iran and tighter regulations over 
shipping of physical cargoes to and from Iran.

Iran meanwhile appears to have stayed generally 
self-sufficient with regards to its PMDI production and 
consumption in 2018.

PMDI import prices in Iran through 2018 generally tracked 
the direction of prices in other parts of the Middle East and 
is expected to continue to do so in 2019.

In 2019 many market participants said although the US has 
granted sanctions waivers that would allow some countries 
to still buy crude oil from Iran, the uncertainty over financial 
transactions remains in place.

“For now it is still impossible to import or export with Iran,” 
said one source. “Sanctions waivers are given but no one 
can trade yet.”
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Longer-term, most players view the PMDI market as largely 
oversupplied.

In total, global MDI production is forecast at 8.65m 
tonnes by 2020, according to the ICIS Supply and 
Demand Database.

With consumption estimated to be at 6.55m tonnes by that 
time, there is sufficient evidence to support the view that 
prices will soften.

In November, Wanhua Chemical, the world’s biggest MDI 
producer, announced that it selected Convent in St James 
Parish, Louisiana as the site for its new 400,000 tonnes/
year MDI plant.

Construction is expected to begin in 2019, and operations 
and is scheduled to begin in 2021.

With supply set to increase, prices in Asia also look set to 
be under further pressure in 2019, as offers are reduced to 
elicit buying interest.

However, demand especially in China, may not recover due 
to the lingering US-China trade dispute.

PMDI demand is “extremely slow”, a China-based trader 
conceded, as talk emerged that Chinese factories are 
cutting back on production of appliances like refrigerators 
and air-conditioners, until they get more clarity on how 
future export opportunities to the US will pan out.

FEEDSTOCK BENZENE WITH MIDEAST PMDI

Source: ICIS

Trade tensions have renewed following the December arrest 
in Canada of a senior executive from the Chinese telecom 
giant Huawei, purportedly for reasons linked to the US probe 
on possible violations of the sanctions against Iran.

Many are now doubtful how fruitful subsequent US-China 
trade negotiations may be, failing which the stark reality 
remains that the US would eventually escalate import 
tariffs, squeezing out inflow of many China-origin products.

If this scenario materializes, PMDI demand in China could 
sink further, weighing down prices even more.

The chart shows the spread between feedstock against 
PMDI prices in the GCC. It shows a narrowing spread 
between the costs of feedstock and the prices of 
isocyanates, reflecting the weak demand and hence the 
recent downtrend in isocyanates prices.
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Toluene di-isocyanate (TDI) prices in the Middle East 
are expected to be soft as weak demand is expected to 
continue in the early months of 2019.

In 2018, TDI prices in the Middle East hit fresh all-time 
highs and then reversed direction from around mid-year to 
then fall to two-year lows by the fourth quarter of the year.

In the week ended 20 December, the ICIS assessed ranges 
for TDI in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), the East 
Mediterranean region and Iran were at $2,050/tonne CFR 
(cost & freight) GCC/East Med/Iran, their lowest since mid-
April 2016.

POLYURETHANE CHAIN  
ISOCYANATES (TDI) – MIDDLE EAST

MIDEAST SOFT TDI DEMAND, NEW SUPPLY TO WEIGH ON PRICES

BY AI TENG LIM & IZHAM AHMAD  JANUARY 2019

In 2018, TDI supply received a boost with the entry of 
Saudi Arabia’s Sadara Chemical Co. into the TDI supply 
chain in the first quarter of 2018.

Sadara is a joint venture between Saudi Aramco and Dow 
Chemical and it is expecting to produce 400,000 tonnes/
year of MDI and polyether polyols and 200,000 tonnes/year 
of TDI.

Sadara’s TDI were heard to have been sold in Asia and in 
many parts of the Middle East and Africa as well.

Also in 2018, BASF installed a new reactor at its 

MIDEAST TDI PRICES IN 2018

Source: ICIS

Ludwigshafen plant and resumed TDI output from its 
300,000 tonnes/year plant in Germany.

These two events together combined to drag TDI prices 
down from the highs they traded at around $4,650/tonne 
CFR, the highest on record since ICIS began tracking these 
prices.

Some sources have said Sadara’s TDI may have 
undergone some plant maintenance during the July/August 
period, citing a lack of offers from the JV.

Since early-September though, the maintenance was heard 
to have been completed and by late-September, sources 
close to Sadara told ICIS that TDI and polyols output from 
the plant were at full capacity.

Soon after, TDI prices in the GCC declined further and 
have barely paused for breath since.

In 2019, further pressure could be forthcoming as 
producers such as Hanwha and OCI have resumed 
production after undergoing regular maintenance 
shutdowns in November and December.

Middle Eastern demand for TDI is expected to remain 
stable with many buyers heard to be holding back on 
purchases over the past few months on hopes that a 
sustained decline in prices would drag Middle Eastern 
prices down with them.

“TDI prices in China are coming down, so now the Middle 
East market feels TDI will follow China market prices,” said 
one Middle East source.

More supply is expected this year with Wanhua Chemical’s 
300,000 tonnes/year TDI plant in Shandong province 
having started production in October with on-spec 
production expected to have been achieved by the end of 
2018.

Given the current downtrend in TDI prices in China and the 
rest of Asia, it would be generally fair to assume Wanhua’s 
new supply could contribute to further declines in prices 
there.

Isocyanates TDI CFR Iran Assessment Spot 0-6 Weeks 
Full Market Range (Mid): USD/tonne
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But the Middle East is a much smaller market for TDI and it 
is unlikely that Wanhua would allocate significant volumes 
to the region just yet.

“It’s a downward spiral,” said one source in the GCC. “(TDI) 
prices are under severe pressure.”

More declines could be expected in the weeks ahead 
as the anticipated peak demand season usually seen 
in the months of October and November was hugely 
disappointing for producers as prices continued to slide and 
buyers remained on the sidelines, buying only on needs 
basis.

“Our [Middle East] buyers want the TDI prices to stabilize 
first before buying,” said one Asian supplier. “They are 
scared to buy.”

 The chart above shows the spread between feedstock 
against TDI prices. They show a narrowing spread between 
the costs of feedstock and the prices of isocyanates, 
reflecting the weak demand and hence the recent 
downtrend in isocyanates prices.

FEEDSTOCK TOLUENE SPREAD WITH MIDEAST TDI

Source: ICIS
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BY AI TENG LIM  JANUARY 2019

POLYURETHANE CHAIN
POLYOLS – ASIA

China propylene oxide (PO) prices may stay capped in 
2019, unless demand from key application polyols could 
pick up sufficiently to absorb burgeoning supplies. PO 
supplies in Asia are set to grow in 2019, with several new 
plants coming on stream.

For instance, in the second half of 2018, South Korea’s 
S-Oil started up a new 300,000 tonne/year PO plant in 
Ulsan, and products were available for exports since 
November 2018, and set to grow in time, according to 
sources familiar with the matter.

Another new 120,000 tonne/year plant in Nanjing, China, 
owned by Nanjing Hong Bao Li, is also undergoing trial 
operations, and may be able to achieve on-spec production 
in early 2019, market sources said.

CHINA PO UNDER PRESSURE ON LONG SUPPLY, SLUGGISH DEMAND
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As for existing plants in northeast Asia, including Japan 
and China, most are running at healthy rates, and have no 
known maintenance plans in 2019.

PO plant maintenances are typically conducted once in 
two years, and many regional plants went through their last 
overhaul in the first half (H1) of 2018.

The heavy wave of regional turnarounds in H1 2018 and 
ensuing tightness in regional PO availabilities had pushed 
PO prices to two-year highs during that period, market 
participants said.

ICIS data showed that, at its peak in H1 2018, PO trades 
fetched $1,725/tonne CFR (cost & freight) China, nearly 
5% more than the year-high of $1,650/tonne CFR China 
recorded in 2017.

But a repeat of this in 2019 seems unlikely, now that 
the supply constraints seen in H1 2018 have eased 
substantially, at a time when demand starts to whither 
under the impact of US-China trade rows.

According to ICIS data, PO prices nose-dived recently, with 
CFR China prices chalking up 30% of culmulative losses to 
finish at barely $1,200/tonne in early December 2018.

PO prices recovered somewhat in late December, as 
200,000 tonne/year of capacity in China’s Jilin Province 
was shut down on technical grounds.

But “this is likely a short and transient surge, and limited to 
sentiment only”, a regional trader said.

Substantive impact on market supply may be quite 
“manageable”, the same trader noted, as the Jilin plant 
had been shut for much of 2018, and only operated for a 
couple of weeks late in the year before it had to be turned 
off again.

“Supply from this plant has not been sufficiently entrenched 
yet for it to shift market supply-demand fundamentals 
substantially,” another China-based trader conceded.

Hence, the consensus view among market players 
remained that demand may in the longer run, be the bigger 
determinant for PO pricing trend.

And  it seems increasingly unlikely that downstream 
demand, especially from the key application of polyols, 
could recover in the near term, as long as the US-China 
trade spats continue to simmer.

PO is a key feedstock for polyether polyols.

The flexible slabstock polyols grade, when combined with 
toluene di-isocyanate (TDI), finds outlets in PU foam for 
mattresses, furniture and automotive seats.

Rigid polyols, when combined with polymeric methylene 
diphenyl diisocyanate (PMDI) is used in refrigerators as 
well as insulation in the construction sector.

The US is hitherto a major outlet for China-origin PU 
products like car seats and refrigerators, and these are the 
same items, among many other related products, that the 
US had slapped with a 10% punitive import tariffs beginning 
August/September 2018.

The tariffs were scheduled to rise to 25% in January 2019, 
but is now put on hold until March 2019 following a 90-
day truce agreement reached between Presidents Donald 
Trump and Xi Jinping at the fringe of the November 2018 
G20 Summit in Argentina.

But the initial euphoria surrounding the truce agreement 
has fizzled out, as US-China tensions seem to renew 
on the December arrest in Canada of a senior executive 
from the Chinese telecoms major Huawei, purportedly 
for reasons linked to US probe on possible violations of 
sanctions against Iran.
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As long as apprehensions continue to linger about the 
eventual escalation of US punitive import tariffs on PU 
products, regional foam and appliance makers “will go slow 
on their production, which means that off-take for polyols 
will not improve”, a polyols maker in China conceded.

Polyols prices have indeed slipped substantially in 2018 in 
southeast Asia, and may continue to trend down in 2019 on 
poor demand.

According to ICIS data, flexible slabstock cargoes traded 
at $1,600/tonne CFR southeast Asia in December 2018, 
$250/tonne below its year-peak seen in May.

The Middle East is not spared either - import prices for Asia-
origin polymer polyols (POP) with 10-13% polymer content 
have also fallen in line during 2018, settling at an average 
of $1,750/tonne CFR Middle East in early December, down 
from a high of $2,125/tonne CFR Middle East seen in April/
May.

Despite the lower asking prices, POP sellers said that they 
are still finding it hard to find takers, suggesting that end-
user foam makers in the Middle East believe prices could 
drop further in 2019 and want to hold out for longer before 
committing on fresh purchases.

“I will stretch my current inventories as much as possible,” 
one Dubai-based importer said.

“It is a vicious cycle,” another regional trader said, adding 
that “if polyols stays under fire, PO will suffer alongside”.
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POLYURETHANE CHAIN 
POLYOLS – US

US POLYOL DEMAND EXPECTED TO REMAIN STRONG

US polyol demand is expected to stay strong heading 
into 2019 as the outlook for downstream polyurethane 
systems is healthy.

Polyurethane demand continues to find support from 
moves to improve energy efficiency as polyurethane 
foams offer excellent insulating properties.

Innovations in the industry are also driving demand for 
polyurethanes. Engineers are currently developing new 
applications for polyurethanes including trailer liners, 
athletic shoes and tyres.

Polyols are combined with isocyanates to create 
polyurethane foams.

Polyurethane systems are used in a wide variety of 
applications, with some of the primary consumption 
sectors being construction, automotive, home appliance 
and furniture and bedding industries.

Automotive consumption slowed in 2018 and may continue 
to fall in 2019. The decline in automotive sales in 2018 was 
in line with industry expectations.

Furniture and bedding demand have also seen some 
weakness in North America owing to the bankruptcy of 
major mattress retailer Mattress Firm as well as increasing 
competition from Asian mattress producers. US mattress 
manufacturers have filed a petition with the government 
to apply anti-dumping duties (ADDs) to mattresses from 

BY ZACHARY MOORE   JANUARY 2019
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year as lower oil prices will encourage flexible crackers  
to use heavier feeds while the addition of new crackers 
will generate higher propylene production regardless  
of feedslate.

China. The Department of Commerce is expected to issue 
a ruling on the petition by the end of February.

Consumption from the construction sector has been 
strong and is expected to remain healthy in 2019. A 
projection from the American Institute of Architects (AIA) 
predicted 4.7% growth in nonresidential consumption 
in 2019, up from a projection of 3.9% growth predicted 
earlier in 2018.

Home appliance demand tends to track trends in the 
construction industry and is also anticipated to post healthy 
growth in 2019.

The US polyol market is structurally long and supply is 
expected to remain loose throughout 2019.

US polyether polyol pricing generally follows the direction 
of propylene feedstocks with a lag of one to two months. 
Propylene feedstock costs were subject to significant price 
volatility during 2018, although this volatility is expected to 
lessen in 2019.

Propylene supply is anticipated to improve in the coming 
Source: ICIS
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The tariffs implemented on appliances made in China for 
exports to the US has heightened uncertainty among ABS 
users, which adopted a wait-and-see stance on the market.

Output cuts among producers in Asia in the fourth 
quarter could not stem the decline in ABS prices as 
demand was lacklustre.

Buying momentum among Chinese end-users tapered 
off considerably after the third-quarter manufacturing-for-
export season in China ended in October.

ABS resins are used for appliances, consumer electronics, 
toys, and have applications in the automotive and 
construction sectors.

BY CLIVE ONG  JANUARY 2019

RUBBER
ACRYLONITRILE BUTADIENE STYRENE (ABS) – ASIA

Import demand for acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) 
and styrene-acrylonitrile (SAN) resins in the key China 
market is expected to remain tepid in 2019, despite the 
temporary truce achieved in the US-China trade war in 
early December.

Spot prices of ABS have fallen below $1,500/tonne CFR 
(cost & freight) northeast (NE) Asia in December from 
around $2,075/tonne CFR northeast (NE) Asia in June, 
ICIS data showed.

The escalation of the US-China trade war from the third 
quarter caused Chinese demand for resins to weaken, as 
end-users were hesitant to commit to purchases.

ASIA ABS, SAN DEMAND SEEN WEAK DESPITE US-CHINA TRADE TRUCE
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In the SAN market, demand in China was just as weak with 
buyers hesitant to commit, especially to large cargoes, in 
view of the weekly decline in prices.

Traders also kept lean stocks as they did not want to be 
saddled with high-priced resins in a slumping market.

SAN resins are used for cigarette lighters, toothbrush 
holders, fan blades, fridge trays and host of consumer items.
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Despite the pause in the trade war, a number of market 
players expect only a modest improvement in demand.

After all, the trade war truce is only temporary while tensions 
might escalate again after the 90-day cooling period.

End-users have low stocks after weeks of slow purchases, 
and some might decide to pick up some parcels if the price 
downtrend ends.

“Some end-users may replenish stocks in January, 
especially if prices stabilize amid the trade war truce,” a 
China-based trader said.

However, demand in Asia on the whole is expected to be 
soft with the Lunar New Year holidays kicking off across the 
region in early February.

Most of northeast and southeast Asia celebrate the Lunar 
New Year.

Manufacturing activities typically sees a low ebb in the first 
quarter before notching higher in the second.

“Demand hinges on the outcome, if any, of the trade war,” 
said a producer in Taiwan.
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BY HELEN YAN  JANUARY 2019

STYRENE BUTADIENE RUBBER (SBR) – ASIA

Asia’s styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) prices are likely 
to be stable or soft in the first quarter of 2019 if tensions 
in the US-China trade war failed to ease.

Market players were cautious amid uncertainties following 
the 90-day trade war truce announced on 1 December 
between the two economic giants, which will prevent the 
anticipated spike in US tariffs on $200bn worth of Chinese 
imports to 25% from the current 10%.

SBR trades are expected to slow down and remain 
subdued in the first quarter although activities or spot 
interest may pick up in January ahead of the Lunar New 
Year, which falls on 5 February in 2019.

Trading usually picks up speed prior to the holidays as 
buyers or importers re-stock inventories at this time.

The Lunar New Year is celebrated in several countries in Asia, 
including key SBR market China, as well as South Korea, 
Taiwan, Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia and Vietnam.

However, 2019 may see a departure from this annual trend 
as market players are likely to retreat and adopt a wait-and-
see stance in view of ongoing tensions between the world’s 
two largest economies.

The US-China trade war has roiled equities and 
commodities markets for most of 2018.

Spot prices for non-oil grade 1502 SBR are likely to 
remain flat in January or soft at around or below $1,500/
tonne CIF (cost, freight and insurance) China, given the 
weak market sentiment.

On 19 December, non-oil grade 1502 SBR were assessed 
at $1,400-1,500/tonne CIF China, down by about 18% 
since early September due to prevailing sluggish demand 
and weak market sentiment, according to ICIS data.

Non-oil grade 1502 SBR prices had declined since early 
September, when prices hit $1,750/tonne CIF (cost, freight 
and insurance) China, ICIS data showed.

ASIA SBR STABLE TO SOFT IN Q1 AMID US-CHINA TRADE WAR

RUBBER

AUTOMOTIVE SALES SLOW IN CHINA
China is a major production hub for regional and 
international tyre manufacturers, but a slowing Chinese 
economy and declining vehicle sales have weighed on 
demand for SBR, which is used in the production of tyres 
for the automotive industry.

The country is the world’s largest automotive market, but 
demand growth is expected to decline in 2018, the first time 
in more than two decades.

In January-November, China’s total vehicles sales 
were down 1.7% year on year at 25.4m units, while 
production fell 2.6% over the same period to 25.32m 
units, according to the China Association of Automobile 
Manufacturers (CAAM).

November vehicle sales slumped 13.9% year on year to 
2.55m units, falling for the fifth consecutive month; while 
production stood at 2.50m units, down 18.9% over the 
same period, according to CAAM.

On the macroeconomic level, China’s economy has also 
been slowing down.

In November, China’s official manufacturing purchasing 
managers’ index (PMI) fell by 0.2 points from October 
to 50.0, the third decline in a row and the lowest since 
August 2016, according to the National Bureau of 
Statistics (NBS).

Source: ICIS
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A reading of 50.0 represents neutral, neither expansion 
nor contraction.

A slowing Chinese economy and the ongoing US-China 
trade war tensions are likely to continue to weigh on 
sentiment in southeast (SE) Asia and India.

WEAK SE ASIA, INDIA CURRENCIES WEIGH ON 
MARKET
Spot trades in both SE Asia and India are expected to 
be muted in light of the uncertain market outlook as 
procurement managers adopt a cautious stance. Buyers 
will likely opt for smaller purchases on a need-to-basis and 
hold back large purchases.

Weak currencies against the US dollar, including the 
Indonesian rupiah and Indian rupee, are also likely to 
continue to curtail spot appetite for US dollar-denominated 
SBR import cargoes.

An upcoming general election in India in April in 2019 will also 
dampen buying sentiment in the sub-continent as market 
players stay on the sidelines to wait for a clearer picture.

India’s production of passenger vehicles in November 
declined 20.9% year on year to 279,333 units, with sales 
down 3.4% at 266,000 units, according to data from the 
Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM).
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BY MELISSA HURLEY  JANUARY 2019

European styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) growth in 2019 
is  expected flat or limited despite numerous downstream 
investments in central Europe.

Hopes for growth, however, are pinned on recovery in the 
Asian market, although this is dependent on developments 
in the US-China trade war.

The European SBR market is adopting a more conservative 
approach for 2019, with market projections of growth 
ranging from flat to a 1.5% increase.

While growth in western Europe has been mostly stable 
over the last few years, central Europe’s growth in tyre 
manufacturing is a key area of focus for the market.

There have been several announcements for new tyre 
production in central Europe from companies such as 
Nexen and Apollo Tyres, which are expanding in this 
region.

Trelleborg, which previously acquired Mitas, is also 
investing in production in Serbia, while China’s Shandong 
Linglong Tire has also announced plans for a large tyre 
investment in Serbia in 2019.

These developments make central Europe a key region for 
Europe’s SBR, as the largest use for the material is in the 
manufacture of tyre products.

The replacement tyre market drives the majority of SBR 
demand, along with the original equipment manufacturer 
(OEM) market.

Replacement tyre sales figures were relatively stable in the 
first six months of 2018.

Other areas of possible growth highlighted include Turkey 
and North and South America, despite the currency crisis in 
some emerging markets in 2018.

“North [America] is still forecast at good GDP growth, 
while in South [America there] is a new mood of recovery, 
especially in the Brazilian economy” after the 2018 
elections, an SBR supplier added.

UPSTREAM CONCERNS
Market volatility in the upstream butadiene (BD) market is 
an area of concern for SBR players for 2019, however.

Most canvassed sources envisage balanced-to-long supply 
conditions in 2019 despite a heavy cracker turnaround 
period in the spring.

“[The] maintenance period in Q2 might slightly decrease 
the supply and make the market more balanced,” added a 
supplier.

Despite this, there is a view that supply levels will be 
sufficient in 2019 if the export arbitrage from Europe to Asia 
remains closed.

Throughout most of 2018, low natural rubber prices in Asia 
have weighed on synthetic rubber demand, limiting export 
demand out of Europe.

If the European BD market rebounds in the second quarter 
of 2019, imports into Europe from Asia could increase.

“It all depends on Asia, something which is the most 
critical factor … The first quarter [of 2019] will bring some 
answers,” said a distributor.

European players are waiting for the uncertainty 
surrounding the US-China trade war to unfurl in 2019.

In December 2018, a 90-day hiatus in tariff hikes was 
agreed between the Presidents of China and the US, 
Xi Jinping and Donald Trump, at the G20 summit in 
Argentina.

The market is waiting to see if Asian demand will pick up 
at the beginning of 2019, ahead of the Lunar New Year in 
February.

China’s automotive demand, and the wider economy, 
have slowed down, a factor which is adding to the general 
market uncertainty.

SBR prices in 2018 failed to reach the heights of 2017; 
consequently, 2018 was less volatile overall.

RUBBER
STYRENE BUTADIENE RUBBER (SBR) – EUROPE

EUROPE SBR HOPES FOR EXPORT REBOUND IN 2019 AMID CONSERVATIVE 
LOCAL GROWTH EXPECTATIONS      
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The EU-wide introduction of the Worldwide Harmonised 
Light Vehicle Test (WLTP) for emissions testing in vehicles 
on 1 September led to a surge in passenger car sales 
during the summer, ahead of the deadline, but automotive 
demand slowed sharply after this point.

By the end of 2018, however, demand in the automotive 
sector in Europe was recovering.

Critical market data, tools & expertise
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RUBBER
STYRENE BUTADIENE RUBBER (SBR) – US

US SBR MARKET TO REMAIN COMPETITIVE WITH IMPORTS

Persistent pressure from imports is expected to continue 
on the US styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) market in 
2019.

Countries without anti-dumping duties (ADDs) imposed 
made a push into the US in late 2018 amid rising 
domestic SBR prices throughout much of the year.

A disconnect between SBR contract and spot prices 
occurred as contracts continued to rise, tracking higher 
costs for feedstock butadiene (BD), and remained 
elevated into October alongside a tight BD market.

SBR contract pricing in the US is largely based on costs for 
BD and styrene, with BD the larger factor in the cost push.
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Meanwhile, SBR spot prices began to fall in mid-2018 as 
imports became readily available and demand slowed for 
domestic material.

Low demand in China and an open arbitrage from Asia 
made low-priced imports available to buyers.

SBR demand in China fell on low costs for rival  
material natural rubber, a fall-off in vehicle sales and 
lower tyre production stemming from the US-China  
trade dispute.

Additionally, other countries looked to gain market share in 
the US.

The widening spread between spot and contract prices 
through much of the second half (H2) of the year weighed 
on discussions for 2019 contracts, with buyers saying that 
fees came down versus a fee increase in 2018.

In addition to fee decreases, cost declines for feedstock BD 
are expected in the near term, having begun in late 2018.

US BD production is expected to grow in 2019 as new 
ethylene capacity increases availability of feedstock crude 
C4 (CC4).

 A low crude-price environment should also keep heavier 
feedstock cracking economic, buoying supply of CC4 and BD.

Lengthening BD supply should keep SBR producers’ costs 
lower, creating opportunities for growth in downstream 
sectors.

Domestic demand is likely to rebound in early 2019 as 
inventories are rebuilt, bolstered by cost declines.

Still, imports will remain competitive. SBR demand in China 
may remain low due to natural rubber availability and the 
possibility of an increase in US tariffs on the material. 
Although a 90-day truce was recently announced, the US-
China trade dispute remains unresolved.

Continued low SBR demand in China will leave material 
available, some of which could make its way to the US and 
keep some pressure on SBR spot prices.
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